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SYNOPSIS
Introduction:
The interaction of quarks and gluons is governed by the non-abelian gauge theory called
Quantum Chromodynamics. Because of the presence of self interaction among gluons and
the nature of the strong coupling constant, αs (Q2 ), QCD can be broadly divided into perturbative and non-perturbative regions. The concepts of asymptotic freedom of partons for
large Q2 and infrared slavery at small Q2 have been some of the most interesting facts of
QCD till date.
We now know that in heavy ion collisions, a state of very high temperature and low baryonic
density or a state of very high baryonic density and low temperature can be reached, as suggested by Collins & Perry [1]. An extreme condition in which a very small volume in space
contains de-confined quarks and gluons and provides us a perfect ground for the application
ii

of QCD. The experiments at RHIC at BNL and LHC at CERN provide opportunities for creating this state of very high temperature and low baryonic density while CBM experiment at
FAIR will seek to produce this state at high baryonic density and low temperature. In nature
the conditions of the first two experiments were present just a few microseconds after big
bang while the last experiment will provide us a peek into the core of neutron stars.
When two heavy nuclei collide with sufficient center-of-mass energies, then the region where
they have collided and passed each other or stopped all together, is presumably occupied
by matter with energy density ∼2–3 times than nuclear ground state energy density. The
region consists of highly energetic de-confined gluons and quarks. The de-confined state
of quarks and gluons will perhaps reach a state of thermal equilibrium in a time of order
∼1 fm/c or less depending on the collision energies. This thermalized state is commonly
known as Quark Gluon Plasma. This unique state of matter will survive for a few fermis
before collapsing into a state of hadrons. Hence due to such small duration of existence,
these experiments pose great difficulties to directly observe and study QGP. However there
are some signals which are generated in QGP or probes that travel through this medium
and carry the information to us. Theorists on other hand, are using several mathematical
calculations and phenomenological models to simulate heavy ion collisions on computing
systems and are producing several results and predictions as well as suggesting a few probes
such as photons, dileptons, heavy quarks, charged hadrons etc. with signals from QGP like
jet quenching, elliptic flow, J/ψ suppression etc. These signals are now being observed with
great accuracy by experimentalists and are paving way for future researches. This is certainly
a triumph for the QGP scientists all over the world. With a great amount of experimental data
already being accumulated and analyzed, the focus is now shifted to accurate theoretical
explanations of these results.

iii

Heavy Quark Production:
This thesis is primarily related to heavy quark production and its propagation through QGP.
Heavy quarks are mainly produced in very early period of heavy ion collision. Owing to
its large mass heavy quark production can be calculated using perturbative QCD techniques.
Additionally, the majority of the heavy quarks come from initial gluon fusion during the
time of collision. But after the collision and before the deconfined quarks and gluons get
thermalized, the secondary partons having large transverse momenta (high pT jet partons)
can interact to produce heavy quark pairs. This may be called jet-jet interaction. Again one of
the jets may interact with the thermalized medium to produce heavy quarks. This is called jet
conversion in QGP or jet-thermal interaction. Finally, the thermalized partons may interact
among themselves to produce heavy quarks, if temperature of the QGP is high and thermal
partons possess enough transverse momenta. This may be called thermal production of heavy
quark. The production of heavy quark has been calculated using all of these mechanisms [2].
The results showed the relative importance of these secondary mechanisms w.r.t. primary
production(initial gluon fusion). However the prompt production of heavy quarks is found
to be the dominant process at all collider energies under study. The heavy quark production
√
due to secondary processes was calculated for s=200 GeV/nucleon(RHIC), 2.76 and 5.5
TeV/nucleon(LHC) and comparatively secondary contribution has been found to increase
with the increase in collider energies.
As a first step in this thesis, calculation of QQ cross-section has been calculated for proton on proton collision in order to fix the baseline for heavy ion collision. Different partonic
structure functions ranging from ’MRS-’ series to ’CTEQ-’ series have been utilized to check
the consistency of calculations. In first place, heavy quark production from proton on proton
collision has been calculated with Leading Order pQCD interactions. Subsequently charm
and bottom cross-sections have been calculated by including Next-to-Leading order Feynman diagrams. The NLO+LO results are compared with LO contribution multiplied by a
k-factor [3]. The comparison between the two are almost identical upto pT ≈ 20.0 GeV,
for k-factor ranging from 1.5–3.0. While beyond that NLO contribution tend to dominate
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the picture and the distributions differ considerably from each other. The LO processes are
gg → QQ, q q̄ → QQ and while NLO processes included in calculating total QQ cross sections are gg → gQQ, q q̄ → gQQ, gq → QQq in which one of the final gluons splits(gluon
excitation) into heavy quark pair or one of the final Q or Q emits gluon(bremsstrahlung).

Heavy Quark Correlation:
This is known that heavy quarks are always produced in pair in agreement with the conservation of flavors in both hadrons and heavy ions collisions. The pairs produced show
correlation in rapidity difference of Q and Q, ∆y = |yQ − yQ |, or in transverse momentum
p
distribution, pT QQ of pair, or in ∆R = ∆η 2 + ∆φ2 , where one can spot a ’ridge’ like structure for ∆R < π. Correlation in azimuthal angle difference, C(∆φ = |φQ − φQ |) of QQ, in

transverse momentum plane has been also calculated and is one of the possible observable
beside transverse momentum distribution and elliptic flow of heavy quark. These features
have been initially studied for proton on proton collision. The leading order processes is
seen to contribute differently than LO+NLO processes together. Thus, in case of azimuthal
correlation, at leading order and zero initial momentum kick, the heavy quark pair would
be exactly back-to-back with the correlation function peaking at ∆φ = π while at NLO,
due to emission of gluons either from Q or Q or gluon splitting into QQ, this back-to-back
correlation is lost and the distribution now extends from ∆φ = 0 − π(from almost collinear
to back-to-back QQ pair). In second part, this study has been extended to azimuthal(∆φ)
correlation of heavy quark pair produced from initial gluon fusion in heavy ion collision.
We also know that heavy quark pair is produced in scattering of secondary partons beside its
prompt production as discussed in last section. Correlation study has also been extended to
QQ produced in secondary mechanisms. It is naively expected that due to azimuthal isotropy
of heavy quark distributions in transverse momentum plane(for central collisions only), the
correlation distribution must be uniform in entire ∆φ region, but the results show exciting
correlation patterns instead. Thus the comparison between LO and NLO contributions as
well as between pp and AA collision has brought out some interesting features [4].
v

The study of correlation might provide us a different approach to heavy quark dynamics in
QGP and is therefore emerging slowly as one of the most interesting research topic these
days.
The effect of QGP medium on charm production and its correlation will now be discussed in
the next section.

Medium Effect on Heavy Quark:
Heavy quark can withstand large swarm of light quarks and gluons while passing through
QGP and its typical thermalization time has been suggested to be larger than lifetime of QGP.
So it is expected that heavy quark can come out with all the effects and information of QGP
without itself going much alternations. The experimental results however show that heavy
quarks loose energy in QGP almost identically to light quarks and gluons and thus must be
subjected to large drag by the medium. Thus studying heavy quark dynamics in QGP is one
of the contemporary and most interesting topic in heavy ion collision.
As a first step, effect of flow of the medium on heavy quark correlation has been studied. The
model by Cuautle and Paić is based on the effect on a probe particle by the collective flow
velocity of the medium and has been implemented in this thesis for heavy quark. For a starter
let us consider that a QQ pair is produced at leading order, then both Q and Q are exactly
back-to-back, moving with momentum, p~T Q =-~pT Q , with velocity ~vQ = ± p~T Q /MT , MT =
q
p2T + MQ2 where MQ is heavy quark mass. Now if the flow velocity, ~vf of QGP medium
is larger than any of heavy quark velocity, then Q/Q whichever is along the flow will be

accelerated while one which is opposite might be reversed and back-to-back correlation will
be lost. This formalism has been extended to NLO processes included in the calculations.
The basic assumption in this calculation is that if heavy quark is thermalized at all, then
its azimuthal correlation would be largely affected by the flow of the medium [4]. The
calculations have been done by implementing a flow parameter, βs whose values indicate the
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extent of thermalization of heavy quark and has been found to have considerable effect on
the correlation distributions.
Next the energy loss by charm has been calculated using two different models. The energy
loss by charm has been calculated for both RHIC and LHC temperatures. The first one used
is an empirical calculation based on the Wang-Huang-Sarcevic model of energy loss by multiple scattering and has been applied to charm propagating through QGP in this thesis. Two
different mechanisms, namely ’BH’ and ’LPM’ types of energy loss via momentum loss per
√
collision ∝ pT and pT respectively, have been implemented in the calculations. Then nuclear modification, ’RAA (pT )’ and azimuthal anisotropy, v2 (pT ) of charm at RHIC and LHC
temperatures and azimuthal correlation, C(∆φ) of charm pair for LHC energies have been
calculated. Additionally it is known that light quarks can fragment into one or more types
of mesons or baryons, while a charm will mostly fragment into D mesons and finally decay
into single non-photonic electron. In experiments, D mesons or non-photonic electrons are
observed rather than charm, and thus relevant fragmentation functions based on calculations
of C. Peterson et al. and decay functions of Cabibo et al [5]. have been included to give final
D mesons and single non-photonic electron distributions. Moreover, this implies a considerable loss in charm energy, and leads to accumulation of charmed mesons in low momentum
region giving rise to a characteristic increase in number of low momenta charms, which is
unlike the increment due to so called ’Cronin’ effect. Our results for RAA & v2 have been
compared with single non-photonic electron data from RHIC and D mesons data from LHC.
Consequently the effective drag has been calculated which suggests a large drag experienced
by charm quark [6, 7], and this has provided hints that radiative energy loss together with
collisional loss might be more applicable than only soft collisions in explaining large charm
suppression at RHIC and LHC. In our application of energy loss model in azimuthal correlation study, it has been assumed that charm’s direction of propagation does not change much
although there is large drag acting on it. Thus integrating over entire momentum region will
not show much difference in correlation even if energy loss by charm is considered. However, investigating different pT regions by imposing cuts, has shown that charms in different
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transverse momentum regions show different correlation patterns under similar energy loss
conditions.
The second model used is Parton Cascade Model(VNI/BMS) which is based on microscopic
Boltzmann transport equation. Now transport equation can be used to transport a system of
microscopic particles. The collision term in the transport equation contains invariant matrix
elements for all binary scattering (2→2) processes such as Qg → Qg and Qq(q̄) → Qq(q̄),
as well as final gluon emission(2→3) processes. It helps to describe the full time evolution
of QGP as well as any jet particle serving as probe. In this thesis PCM-VNI/BMS calculations have been done and a controlled set of parameters has been implemented which would
replicate the probe charm quark evolution in QGP medium. Consequently, energy loss per
unit length traversed, dE/dx, momentum broadening or transport coefficient q̂, average energy loss, ∆E, by charm for a temperature∼ 350 MeV, applicable at RHIC energies and also
for various charm energies have been calculated. Both collisional energy loss and radiative
energy loss (with LPM method) have been included [8]. The resulting average energy loss
calculated for charms of various energies can be used to demarcate the radiative and collisional loss sharply. It has been found from the calculations that collisional energy loss due
to elastic scattering of gluons and light quarks off charm tends to dominate for lower energy
range typically ∼ 15 GeV, beyond which radiative loss increase sharply and for larger energetic charm, radiative loss tends to dominate the picture. Moreover, the results for ’dE/dx’
are in good agreement when compared with recent analytical calculations by Shin and Bass,
Peigne and Peshier(collisional loss), and R. Abir et al(radiative loss) [9]. The calculations
with VNI/BMS has been successfully validated for heavy quark evolution in QGP. Now as
next series of calculations, other set of temperatures including those applicable upto highest
LHC energies is under progress. Furthermore heavy quark suppression, azimuthal anisotropy
and correlation, heavy quark transport coefficients will be calculated in due process.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Fundamental Interactions in Nature
The forces or the interactions in nature can be divided explicitly into four categories: Gravitational, Electromagnetic, Weak, and Strong. Since all the matter in the universe is made up
of quarks, and leptons, it is obvious that these particles interact only via one or more of these
fundamental forces. We also know that such interactions are carried out by vector bosons
like photons, gluons, W+/− , Z0 or gravitons(in case of gravitation!).
These grand schemes in our nature are beautifully described by Quantum Field Theories
which in turn, are based on Gauge Group Theories [1]. A big part in such theories deals
with the strong interactions among quarks via exchange of gluons and is known as Quantum Chromodynamics. The basic degree of freedom for quarks and gluons in this theory is
colour charges and is responsible for any strong interaction. We will return to this shortly
afterwards.
Let us now look into the experiments. When Rutherford conducted experiments to reveal
the structure of atom, he discovered the positively charged protons packed in a small volume
called nucleus, which forms only a tiny part of the entire atom. Chadwick discovered electrically neutral neutrons later which also a part of the nucleus alongside protons. The rest of
1

the atom is filled with electrons revolving around nucleus in specific orbits, as permitted by
quantum mechanics. Inside the nucleus positively charged protons can remain stable in-spite
of a large coulomb repulsion. Several theories rose to explain strong nuclear binding forces.
One of them was Yukawa’s Mesonic theory which predicts certain screened potential and
acts between protons or neutrons or neutron and proton via exchange of vector particles, π
mesons. It was then realized that protons and neutrons are not fundamental particles when
π mesons were discovered. And soon many types of mesons and hyperons joined the ranks
to form a ”particle zoo”. So, a new set of experiments were conducted called Deep Inelastic
Scattering (DIS) [2], which involved highly energetic electrons scattering off protons. This
revealed a deep and rich structure for baryons, mesons etc. in a sense that they are formed
of quarks, glued together via an extremely strong force through exchange of vector bosons
gluons. The gluons like photons don’t have electric charge and mass, but have another entirely different quantum number known as colour charge. This colour charge is responsible
for strong interaction between quarks and gluons and the gauge theory of Quantum Chromodynamics is used to describe this phenemenon [3].

1.2 Quantum Chromodynamics
QCD is a non-abelian gauge theory belonging to SU(3) gauge group [1, 4]. The lagrangian
of a free quark (quark is represented by fermionic field, ψ) can be represented as [5]

LQCD = ψ(iγ µ ∂µ − m)ψ

(1.1)

Now in any gauge theory, the lagrangian must be invariant under local gauge transformation.
Suppose
ψ(x) → ψ ′ (x) = U(θ)ψ(x) ,

(1.2)

where
U(θ) = exp




−i a
τ θa (x) ,
2

2

(1.3)

and τ a are the Gellmann Matrices, the generators of SU(3) group for QCD.
Now the lagrangian L must be invariant under this transformation of ψ. This prompts one to
find a covariant form of ∂µ ψ as well. So let us redefine:
∂µ ψ → Dµ ψ = (∂µ − igτa Aaµ )ψ

(1.4)

and we demand that Dµ ψ transforms in the same manner as ψ under local gauge transformation. Hence we can write
(Dµ ψ)′ = U(θ)Dµ ψ

(1.5)

/ is local gauge invariant. Next we can write,
This implies that ψ Dψ




g
g
′
∂µ − i τa Aµa (U(θ)ψ) = U(θ) ∂µ − i τa Aaµ ψ ,
2
2
h
i
g
g
′a
a
or, ∂µ U(θ) − i τa Aµ U(θ) ψ = −i τa Aµ ψ ,
2
2
And therefore,

(1.6)

′

τa Aµa
τa Aaµ −1
i
= U(θ)
U (θ) − [∂µ U(θ)]U −1 (θ)
2
2
g

(1.7)

Now for any infinitesimal transformation,
U(θ) ≃ 1 − i

τa θa (x)
,
2

(1.8)

Therefore using eqn 1.8 into eqn 1.7, we can show with slight algebra,
′
hτ τ i
τa Aaµ
τa Aµa
1
c
b
−
=
− iθb Acµ
,
(τa ∂µ θa ) ,
2
2
2 2
2g
τa Aaµ
τa θb c
1
=
+ F abc
Aµ −
(τa ∂µ θa ) ,
2
2
2g

(1.9)

Therefore,
1
′
Aµa = Aaµ + F abc θb Acµ − ∂µ θa
g
We have used T i =

τi
2

(1.10)

and the commutation relation



T a , T b = iF abc T c

where F abc is called structure constants for SU(3) group [6].
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(1.11)

Hence the full QCD lagrangian can be written as
1 a
LQCD = ψ i (iγ µ ∂µ − m)ψi + gτa ψ i γ µ ψAaµ + Fµν
Fa,µν
4

(1.12)

While the first term gives the lagrangian for the free fermion field, the second term gives the
interaction term between the fermion and the gauge boson(gluon). The third term is the free
gluonic kinetic energy term and can be expressed by taking the commutation relation of the
covariant derivatives of gluonic field shown as:
a
Fµν
= ∂µ Aaν − ∂ν Aaµ + gF abc Abµ Acν

(1.13)

The last term gives gluon self coupling, a unique feature absent in Quantum Electrodynamics(QED). Using this Lagrangian, one can now calculate different conserved quantities and
a set of Feynman rules for invariant matrix elements or transition amplitudes for different
QCD processes.
Before going into some of the applications of QCD, let us talk a little about two of its unique
features called asymptotic freedom and infrared slavery, discovered by David Gross, Franck
Wilczek and David Politzer [7]. Because of the colour degree of freedom and the nature
of the strong coupling, αs (Q2 ), QCD can be divided into perturbative and non-perturbative
regions. The concept of asymptotic freedom of quarks and gluons for large Q2 and infrared
slavery at small Q2 have been some of the most interesting characteristics of QCD. Mathematically, we can say that QCD differs from QED in terms of behavior of the coupling α(Q2 )
which represents the strength of interaction. Due to presence of gluon self coupling in QCD
(photon self coupling is absent in QED), αQCD behaves oppositely to that of αQED . One can
calculate,α(Q2 ) to show [8],

α
1 − (α/3π) ln (Q2 /λ2 )
α(µ2 )
αs ≡ αQCD (Q2 ) =
1 + (α(µ2 )β0 /4π) ln (Q2 /λ2 )
αe ≡ αQED (Q2 ) =

(1.14)

The difference between QED and QCD is that as Q2 is decreased, αe decreases while αs increases leading to quark and gluon confinement commonly known as infrared slavery. How4

Figure 1.1: Fundamental particles, Forces and Gauge bosons

ever at large Q2 , αe gives large coulomb force while αs diminishes and shows asymptotic
freedom for quarks and gluons. This can be observed in the Fig. 1.2

1.3 Quark Gluon Plasma
Now as an application of QCD in practical situations, we move over to heavy ion collisions
and the formation of quark gluon plasma. It was suggested that at very high baryonic densities or at very high temperatures, we have quarks and gluons in free state within a larger
volume compared to hadronic volumes. This extreme condition can be achieved in heavy
ion collision at relativistic energies as suggested, the earliest by [9]. The experiments were
conducted at Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider(RHIC), Super Proton Synchrotron(SPS) and
Large Hadron Collider(LHC) for achieving such state at very high temperatures and bring
us very close to the time when our universe is only few microseconds old and the degrees
of freedom are only quarks and gluons. On other hands, experiments at FAIR will give us a
state of very high baryonic densities, a condition supposed to be present at the core of neutron stars. Both the extreme cases of these experiments, a system of free quarks and gluons
with an energy density∼2–3 times that of nuclear ground state, is formed within a volume

5

Figure 1.2: Comparison of QED and QCD, α(Q2 )

much larger than the hadronic size. This gives us opportunity to study QCD in an ambiance
of high temperature or high baryonic density [10].
The de-confined quarks and gluons undergo several changes starting just after the collision
and finally the hadrons. The entire period of evolution can be divide into several phases: 1)
pre-equilibrium phase 2) thermally equilibrated phase (QGP) 3) mixed phase + hadronization [11, 12]. It is suggested that highly energetic partons in pre-equilibrium will interact
both elastically and inelastically till they thermally equilibrate locally. This thermal state
as known is called quark gluon plasma. The quark gluon plasma expands and cools along,
reaching the critical temperature for hadronization. The hadrons, or their decay products
finally reach the detectors for further analysis. The critical temperature as predicted by the
lattice QCD is about 165-175 MeV, roughly the mass of π meson [13, 14]. The entire system
exists for a few microseconds only, which is a very small time to study QGP directly. Alternatively, we choose probes generated in the heavy ion collision and traveling through QGP,
before being caught in the detectors. These probes or signals give us an indirect view into
the workings of the hot and dense matter.
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Figure 1.3:

(left)Minkowski space-time diagram for Heavy Ion collision evolu-

tion.(right)QGP phase diagram.

Outline of the Thesis
The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2, deals with the possible signals of QGP like jet
quenching, elliptic flow, correlation, J/ψ suppression, strangeness enhancement etc. Chapter 3, deals with heavy quark production from initial fusion gluons followed by calculations
of secondary production of heavy quarks. Chapter 4 deals with correlation of heavy quark
pairs. In chapter 5, the procedure for the evaluation of energy loss of heavy quarks, the
nuclear modification factor, RAA , and the elliptic flow, v2 using a multiple scattering model
calculations. Chapter 6 deals with Boltzmann transport model of charm quark momentum
evolution and consequently energy loss per unit length traversed and momentum broadening
etc. are calculated. In chapter 7, future prospects on heavy quark study are discussed.
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Chapter 2
Signatures of Quark Gluon Plasma
In relativistic heavy ion collision, the de-confined state of quarks and gluons evolves through
different phases before going into final confined state of hadrons. This deconfined medium
exists only for a few microseconds. It is nearly impossible to directly observe QGP within
this small lifetime. However the detection of various particles in QGP might prove to be
useful as signatures and plasma diagnostic tools. It is recognized that there may be no unique
signal which will alone lead to the identification of quark gluon plasma. Instead, a number
of different signals come out from the medium which may be treated as QGP signatures [1].
Certain probes generated prior to the thermalization of the deconfined state, can bring out
information of existence of quark gluon plasma and its properties to us. We will discuss
some of these probes and signals of QGP in the following sections.

2.1 Signals from QGP
2.1.1 Photons and Dileptons
Particles having electric charges interact electromagnetically. Photons being the vector belong to interactions of such class of particles and are produced abundantly in heavy ion
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collisions. Photon as a probe for QGP has both advantages and disadvantages to its credits,
which will be briefly discussed shortly afterwards. First let us look into photon’s production
mechanisms.
Photons(γ) are produced when any quark(q) annihilate with its own antiquark(q̄) at the lowest
order. The processes, q q̄ → γγ(QED, O(αe2 )) and q q̄ → γg (QED-QCD, O(αe αs )), can be
treated as some of the dominant channels for photon production. However the probability
ratio for occurrence of QED channel only to QED-QCD channel is about 0.02 [1]. So one
can safely neglect the contribution due to QED process. Also, photons can be emitted from
Compton like processes (gq(q̄) → γq(q̄)). In relativistic heavy ion collision, depending upon
production mechanism, photons can be various types: prompt photons from pre-equlibrium
phase, thermal photons from QGP phase as well as photons from conversion of jets in QGP
and from hadronic phase . This hadronic photon contribution must be calculated in order to
study relative importance of QGP photons with hadronic photons. Some of the channels in
hadronic medium are π + π − → γρ0 , π ± π 0 → γρ± and π ± ρ0 → γπ ± , etc. The production
cross-sections and rates for photon production in heavy ion collision has been extensively
calculated in [2, 3].
The advantage of photon as a probe for QGP is that they interact in least possible manner
with the QGP medium. Only electromagnetically, they scatter off the medium quarks via
compton scattering channels, which can be described by QED diagrams and are very weak
when compared to all QCD processes. Consequently, their mean free path is expected to
be larger than typical lifetime of QGP. They come out of the system to the detectors almost
unscathed carrying information of their production conditions. On the other hand, photon
production rate and the photon momentum distribution depends on the distribution of thermal
quarks and gluons. Therefore once produced, photons in QGP carry information of the
properties of medium from their point of production to detectors and can serve as efficient
probes. However the disadvantages are equally troublesome as photons are produced from
the time just after the initial collision upto final hadronic decays(eg. π 0 → 2γ) and thus
it is formidably difficult to differentiate them from different phases of heavy ion collision.
Experimental curves for photon distributions cover its entire period of production. However
11

recent theoretical calculations have been able to roughly distinguish its different region of
production and therefore have added interesting features to the study of photon dynamics [4]
Now let us discuss dileptons briefly. Dileptons are produced from initial quark-antiquark
annihilations, and also in later hadronic medium (for eg. π + π − → l+ l− or ρ, ω or J/ψ de-

cay). The high energy lepton pairs, in particular e+ e− but also µ+ µ− are some of the most

prominent observables. Other sources for dilepton production beside QGP and hadronic
medium is Drell-Yan processes, in which a quark annihilates with an sea antiquark from
a nucleon of other nucleus to form a virtual photon which then decays into a lepton pair,
(q q̄ → γ ∗ → l+ l− ). In this mechanism, nucleonic correlations within a nucleus is not important and the effect can be considered as a collection of independent and uncorrelated nucleonnucleon collisions. However, hadronic phase production gains importance over Drell-Yan
processes as large no. of dileptons are produced from hadronic decays, depending upon
the collider energies. The observables with dilepton pair is its pair invariant mass, Ml+ l− ,
pair four-momentum, pµl+ l− and pair transverse momentum, p~T l+ l− distributions. The lepton
or its antilepton partner travels through the medium where they interact via electromagnetic
processes only and hence they are almost unaltered and can bring out information on thermodynamical properties of QGP at the moment of their production. Dileptons also suffer from
same disadvantages as those of photons due to its production throughout the entire period
of QGP evolution. However when the dilepton spectrum is distributed against the invariant lepton pair masses, then dilepton production from QGP phase can be seen in ∼300–500
MeV mass region, while the production from hadron phase tends to dominate beyond ≥ 550
MeV. [5, 6]

2.1.2 Strangeness enhancement
Enhancement of strange quarks has been ongoing subject of discussion as a probable signal
of QGP. The threshold energy for strange hadrons production is suggested to be 300-400
MeV while for strange anti-baryon threshold is smaller [7]. As QGP lifetime is short for
weak decay, strange quarks once produced can only be destroyed by annihilating with an
12

antistrange quark. This annihilation will occur only if strange quark pairs are abundantly
produced in heavy ion collision. Thus the amount of strange particle observed long after the
reaction is over can be expected to provide a good signal of the QGP evolution. To find out
about strangeness enhancement, one has to study and compare the abundance of strangeness
between plasma and hadronic phases.
Let us suppose the threshold energy mentioned earlier be 300 MeV. Therefore, it is known
that Fermi Momentum ’pF ’ can be written as PF = µB =300 MeV, where µB is baryonic
chemical potential. We know that strange quark mass is around 200 MeV, so ss̄ would be
around 400 MeV which is close to the threshold energy. Thus it is relatively easy for ss̄
production as compared to uū and dd¯ whose productions are restricted by Pauli’s exclusion
principle. Again it is more likely that s̄ will find a u quark to form K + (us̄) meson rather than
s finding a ū to form K − when µB >0. However, s quark may find d and u quark to form
Λ(uds) hyperons. Thus production of more K + and λ will indicate enhanced strangeness
production which may be treated as a signal for the formation of deconfined phase. In contrast the threshold energy ’Q’ for strange mesons and hyperons in hadronic phase is around
600 MeV which is larger than ss̄ production threshold and thus inhibited. The strange particles from hadronic channels such as N = N → N +Λ+K , π +π → K + K̄, is considerably
low when compared to partonic phase.
On other hand if we consider a system with high temperature and low baryonic density, then
strange quark density is shown to be
Z
d3 p −√p2 +m2s /T
3T m2s
ns = ns̄ = gs
e
K2 (ms /T ) ,
=
(2π 3 )
π2
and for non-strange quarks the density is given by
Z
d3 p −|~p|/T −µB /T
e
e
nq = gq
(2π 3 )

(2.1)

(2.2)

Thus the ratio of strange quarks to non-strange quarks,
ns
1 m2
= ( s )2 K2 (ms /T )eµB /3T
nq
2 T

(2.3)

Thus for µB >0, strange quarks are more abundantly produced than non-strange quarks.
In a rapid hadronization the QGP strangeness abundance could almost be conserved and
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even stay larger than the hadronic equilibrium abundance. Comparison of ratios of K + /π
with K − /π and inclusive φ , Λ etc. production turned out to be >1.0 [7]. This abundance
of multi-strange particles shows that equilibrium might be reached in heavy ion collision.
Thus strangeness enhancement may be regarded as one of the possible signature for QGP
formation [8].

2.1.3 J/ψ suppression
In QGP, the color charge of a quark is subjected to Debye screening due to the presence of
quarks, antiquarks and gluons in the plasma. If we place a J/ψ (cc̄ bound state) in a thermal
medium, the Debye screening may weaken the interaction between c and c̄. Also because
of the distribution of quarks and gluons around cc̄, the potential between c and c̄ may alter
considerably. The combined effect of the two may lead to J/ψ dissociation resulting in its
suppression as first suggested by Matsui and Satz [9].
QCD
The color potential energy of cc̄ system can be written as −αef
f /r, while the confining

potential between them is κr, where κ is the string strength constant. Therefore, the effective
Hamiltonian can be written as,
Hef f

p2
αef f
=
−
+ κr ,
2m
r

(2.4)

where αef f = g 2 /4π.
If we now place bound charm state in quark gluon plasma, the presence of other thermal
quarks, antiquarks, gluons affects the pair in two ways. First, the string tension ’κ’ depends
on medium temperature and ultimately goes to zero as temperature increases. Secondly, the
presence of thermal distribution leads to the screening of color potential between c and c̄ and
the Coulomb type potential between them is modified to Yukawa type short range potential:
V (r) =

q e−r/λD
,
4π r

(2.5)

where the Debye screening length λD is given in pQCD by
λD = λQCD ∼

1
1
=q
µD
( N3c +
14

Nf
6

.
)gT

(2.6)

At high temperature, the range of the attractive interaction becomes so small as to make it
impossible for cc̄ to remain bound and they dissociate into independent c and c̄ and give
rise to open charmed meson. Since J/ψ are produced in initial fusion of gluons and quarkantiquark annihilation when temperature is still very high and the system is yet to be equilibrated. Hence J/ψ particles upon interactions with QGP medium may be found to be
suppressed when compared to pp → J/ψ. This suppression can be viewed as a possible
signature [10].
On the other hand, the produced J/ψ even after interacting with QGP may remain intact and
further proceed to interact with hot hadronic medium. This may also lead to break up. The
reaction of J/ψ dissociation in hadronic medium may be shown as J/ψ + h → D + D + X.
This might add upto final suppressed J/ψ spectrum [11]. Therefore, the net effect of QGP
as well as of hadronic medium on J/ψ may appear as its final suppressed spectra and the
effect due to QGP has to be separately evaluated theoretically or extracted from data using
experimental techniques.

2.1.4 Jet Quenching, Elliptic Flow and Heavy Quarks
Jet Quenching:
Before going into heavy quarks, let us describe jet quenching and elliptic flow briefly. In relativistic heavy ion collision when a parton of one hadron within an incoming nucleus collide
with a parton within another incoming nucleus from opposite direction, then various partons
with very high transverse momenta are produced which fly off to all possible directions from
collision points and finally fragment into narrow cones of hadrons called jets. These highly
energetic secondary quarks, antiquarks and gluons are commonly referred in theory as jet
partons. When some of these jet partons enter the thermalized medium, they interact with
the medium particles and loose energies and momenta before hadronizing. This loss is observed through a mathematical ratio, is known as nuclear modification factor, ’RAA ’. RAA is
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defined as
RAA (pT , b) =

dNAA
d2 pT dy

TAA (b) ×

dσpp
T dy

(2.7)

d2 p

This ratio shows the energy loss of any jet parton and commonly called jet quenching. It was
fist suggested by Bjorken [12] that any jet particle traveling inside a bulk partonic matter must
loose a significant part of its energy before hadronizing. The numerator of the ratio shows a
single particle transverse momentum distribution of a jet parton produced in nucleus-nucleus
collision and traveling through thermal medium. The denominator part has single particle
distribution of same species of jet parton produced in proton on proton collision multiplied
by nuclear thickness function ’TAA (b)’ which is a proton to nucleus scaling factor(if AA
collision is an incoherent superposition of pp collision) and is a function of impact parameter
’b’. If we suppose that no jet quenching has taken place, then the ratio must be unity for all
jet momenta. However if the ration tends to be less than unity, it serves as a definite measure
for jet suppression in the medium [13, 14]. This particular mathematical entity is a suitable
candidate as a signature of formation of a themalized medium of deconfined quarks and
gluons or QGP.
Theoretically, calculations of RAA is basically model dependent and various formalisms have
been developed over the years to estimate this ratio. However, experimental results from
LHC and RHIC have shown numerous evidences for the quenching of jet partons when final
hadrons momentum spectra are observed.

Elliptic Flow:
For non-central heavy ion collisions, the azimuthal momentum anisotropy is defined as the
fourier expansion in angle φ shown in the r.h.s. of the following expression :
"
#
∞
X
dN
1
dN
1+
2vn cos(nφ) ,
E 3 =
dp
2π pT dpT dy
n=1

(2.8)

where the angle φ is the azimuthal angle in the transverse momentum plane and vn are the
fourier coefficients in the expansion. The second coefficient v2 is referred to as elliptic flow
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and is given by [15]
v2 (pT ) =

R

dN
dφ pT dp
cos(2φ)
R T dφdN
dφ pT dpT dφ

(2.9)

For central collision, the net elliptic flow should be zero. Also if the nucleus on nucleus
collision is the superposition of nucleon collisions then the resulting distribution of partons
would be isotropic. In that case v2 might be zero again. However if the resulting partons
scatter among themselves largely then a high transverse flow may develop. In the region
of collision where two nuclei overlap with each other a ellipsoidal region in configuration
space is developed with pressure gradient higher on the thinner side(minor axis in configuration space but major axis in momentum space). As a result, particles tend to have a large
collective flow in the direction of minor axis resulting in anisotropy in the momentum distribution of the partons. The more frequent the rescattering of the partons more is the resultant
momentum anisotropy.
Several models including hydrodynamical calculations have been successful in explaining
large elliptic flow of partons shown by the data from RHIC and LHC experiments. It is found
from hydrodynamical calculations that elliptic flow is very sensitive to initial conditions and
equation of states. As large elliptic flow suggests large rescattering among partons, this may
also indicates early thermalization of high pT partons and therefore a strong signature for
formation of QGP.

Heavy Quarks:
Heavy quarks are produced in early phases of relativistic heavy ion collision when temperature is still very high and the system is not yet in thermal equilibrium. Their large masses
ensures that they are not easily affected by QGP. Also because of their small numbers, they
remain isolated from the bulk system and hence may serve as efficient probes for QGP. The
details of all mechanisms of heavy quark production and its evolution in quark gluon plasma
will be addressed from next chapter onward. For now, it is well known that heavy quark
jets suffer suppression even if the magnitude of suppression is slightly smaller than their
lighter counterparts. When a heavy quark enters the medium of thermalized quarks and glu17

ons it collides with the medium partons. Because of its large mass, these collisions might
not alter their direction of motion considerably. However a series of consecutive collisions
might slow down the heavy quark. Recent experimental results for non-photonic electrons
at RHIC and D and B mesons at LHC have shown large suppression for heavy quarks, with
the order of suppression almost identical to light mesons. This suggests a large effect of
the medium on charm momentum. Whether this medium effect can cause heavy quark thermalization is a matter of contemporary interests. However calculations from hydrodynamics
also suggested heavy quark equilibration time at RHIC temperatures is larger than lifetime
of QGP formed at RHIC energies. This may indicate that heavy quark may not thermalize
like light quarks and gluons at RHIC. But it would be interesting to question of heavy quark
thermalization at LHC temperatures which are higher than those at RHIC. Consequently,
elliptic flow for heavy quarks has also been measured at RHIC and LHC experiments and
has emerged as an important observable so far the thermalization of heavy quark is concerned. Various phenomenological and analytical models are being employed to describe
these startling results [16].

2.1.5 Correlation and Heavy quarks
Two particle correlation is a relevant quantity in the study of jet quenching and brings out
deeper understanding of particle energy loss mechanisms in QGP. The study of two particle
correlation is important to determine the flavor dependence of energy loss if the members
of a pair belong to two different species. Even particle pairs belonging to same species
may be affected in different ways by the medium and their correlation may change. In this
context, heavy quarks may serve as efficient observable. Heavy quarks are produced early
in collision history, in pairs due to the conservation of heavy flavors in relativistic heavy
ion collision. The pair shows correlation in azimuthal angle in transverse momentum plane
even in the absence of any medium. However, the heavy quark pair in presence of a dense
and hot medium, may suffer considerable energy loss which might alter its correlation, and
provide us with information on thermal properties of the QGP. Further if heavy quark pair
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scatters with the thermal partons frequently, then its correlation may be deeply affected by
the collective flow of the medium particles. Since the collective flow is developed in early
phase of QGP, any considerable change in azimuthal correlation of heavy quark pair may
indicate formation of quark gluon plasma [17]. Thus correlation of heavy quark pair is
slowly emerging as a major QGP signature besides jet quenching and elliptic flow.

2.2 Summary
The calculations on heavy quark production, jet quenching and two particle correlation of
heavy quarks as well as heavy quark momentum evolution in quark gluon plasma has been
done in this thesis work. I will return to these issues in the following chapters.
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Chapter 3
Heavy Quark Production
Investigation of the properties of a quark gluon plasma, a deconfined strongly interacting
matter, constitutes a major part of research in high energy nuclear physics [1]–[8]. In the
last chapter we discussed some of the probable signatures of QGP with an brief introduction
to heavy quark as a pertinent candidate for probing this ultra-dense and hot medium. But
before going into the details of charm quark evolution in QGP in the subsequent chapters, let
us describe in this chapter, various production mechanisms for heavy quarks.
Heavy quarks being produced in early phase of heavy ion collisions when mostly hard
scattering processes take place [9], offer some very distinct advantages. They are mainly
produced from prompt gluon fusion(gg → QQ) and quark anti-quark annihilations(q q̄ →
QQ). These processes can be accurately described up to next-to-leading order(NLO) using pQCD. However, there may exist other mechanisms of heavy quark production, e.g., a
pre-equilibrium secondary production of heavy quarks due to interaction between partons
having a large transverse momenta or due to the passage of a parton with large transverse
momentum through thermalized partons or due to interaction among thermalized partons
themselves. These processes may show considerable effects if added to prompt production
of heavy quarks.
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As a first step, we consider production of charm and bottom quarks at RHIC and LHC energies due to prompt interactions, thermal productions, and pre-equilibrium productions due
to interaction of two partonic jets and due to the passage of partonic jets through the quark
gluon plasma.
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Figure 3.1: The pT distribution for charm production from initial fusion (solid curve), jet-jet
(dashed curve), jet-thermal (dash-dotted curve), thermal (stars), and free-streaming (solid
circles) processes with initial time 0.147 fm/c, in central collision of gold nuclei at RHIC at
√
s=200 AGeV.

3.1 Prompt Production
Prompt production of heavy quarks will primarily occur through initial gluon fusion and
quark anti-quark annihilations. The flavor excitation processes at NLO order are suppressed
as suggested earlier in [10].
The differential cross-section for leading-order processes, gg → QQ and q q̄ → QQ [16] is
given by
|M|2
dσ(ŝ, t̂, û)
=
64π 2 ŝ2
dt̂
where the invariant amplitude |M|2 is shown in Appendix B:
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Figure 3.2: The pT distribution for charm production from initial fusion (solid curve), jet-jet
(dashed curve), jet-thermal (dash-dotted curve), thermal (stars), and free-streaming (solid
circles) processes with initial time 0.073 fm/c, in central collision of lead nuclei at LHC at
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The running coupling, αs is taken a constant value of 0.3 for our calculations. The crosssection for the prompt production of heavy quarks from proton-proton collisions at leading
order [12] can be shown to be,

dσ
dy1 dy2 d2 pT

X

dσ̂ij (ŝ, t̂, û)
dt̂
ij

(1)
(2)
2
2 dσ̂ji (ŝ, û, t̂)
/(1 + δij ) ,
+ fj (x1 , Q )fi (x2 , Q )
dt̂
= 2x1 x2

(1)

(2)

fi (x1 , Q2 )fj (x2 , Q2 )

(3.2)

where i and j are the interacting partons and fi and fj are the partonic structure functions,
and x1 and x2 are the momentum fractions of the parent nucleons carried by the interacting
partons. For heavy ion collisions the pT spectrum for heavy quark production is given by

dN
dσ
= TAA 2
d pT dy
T dy

d2 p

(3.3)

where for central collisions, b=0fm, nuclear thicness, TAA is calculated from Glauber formalism to be 286 fm−2 for Au+Au at RHIC and 292 fm−2 for Pb+Pb at LHC. We account for
higher order (q q̄ → gQQ and gg → gQQ), corrections by multiplying a constant K-factor
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≈ 2.5 to leading-order QQ cross-section (see, Ref [11]). The parameterized form of EKS98
nuclear shadowing function [13] has been used to produce shadowing or overlapping effect
of parton distributions in a nucleus, especially for low ’Bjorken x (x <0.1)’ [14], where the
effect is more prominent. CTEQ5L parton distribution function [15] has been used for initial
parton distribution in the nucleus for the calculations. More up-to-date structure functions or
pdfs can be used and will be addressed in the future. The same formalism(Eqn, 3.2) can be
used to calculate the prompt production of gluons and light quarks by taking corresponding
matrix elements for massless partons [16].

3.2 Secondary Production
The initial hard scattering between the partons of the two nuclei will result in production
of gluons and light quarks having large transverse momenta. These will ultimately fragment
and lead to a stream of hadrons into a narrow cone. These quarks and gluons with large transverse momenta are referred as jet particles. Being copious in number, they would interact
frequently and may even approach thermalization. However, two gluonic jets or a quark and
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anti-quark jet are likely to have sufficient energy to produce a pair of heavy quarks, if they
interact. This secondary mechanism for heavy quark pair production is called jet-jet interaction [17]. Again a high pT jet may enter the thermalized medium and on interacting with
the medium particles may produce heavy quark pairs. This is called heavy quark production
from jet conversion in QGP or jet-thermal interaction [19, 20, 21]. Also within QGP, any
two thermal gluons or a thermal quark and its thermal anti-quark partner may interact to give
heavy quark pair, provided the medium temperature is sufficiently high. This may be termed
as heavy quark production due to thermal interaction [18]. The general expression for the
production of a heavy quark from any of these secondary interaction at central rapidity is
given by [17, 22, 9]:

d3 N
E 3
dp

y=0

1
d 3 p1 d 3 p2 d 3 p
=
dx
16(2π)8
ω1 ω2
X 
× δ4
pµ /E ′
Z

4

Z

′

× |M|2 F (~x, p~1 , t)F (x~2 , p~2 , t)

(3.4)
where

P

pµ = p1 + p2 − p − p′ , p1 and p2 are the four-momenta of the incoming partons

and p and p′ are the same for outgoing heavy quark and an its anti-quark. F (~x, ~p, t) gives the
phase space distribution function for the incoming partons. Integrating over d3 p′ , we get for
y=0 (pz =0, and pT =p), the momenta integration part can be written as(see Appendix A):
Z 3 3 3 ′ X 
d p1 d p2 d p 4
δ
pµ |M|2 F (~x, p~1 , t)F (~x, p~2 , t)
′
ω1 ω2 E
P
Z
Z
δ( E)
≈
... dpT 2 dpT 1
|M|2
′
E
×F (~x, pT 1 , φ1 , y1, t)F (~x, pT 2 , φ2 , y2 , t) ,
(3.5)
where
δ(

P

E)

E′

=

δ(pT 1 − pT 1,0 )
,
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]
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and we have
pT 1,0 =

pT 2 (E cosh y2 − p cos φ2 )
.
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]

3.2.1 Jet-Jet Interaction
For jet-jet interaction, we approximate the phase-space distribution of the gluon, quark, or
anti-quark jets produced in initial (prompt) scattering of the partons in a central collision as:

F (~x, ~p, t) = fjet (~x, p~, t)
(2π)3
dNi
=
δ(y − η) Θ(τf − τ ) Θ(τ − τi ) ,
2
gi τ πRT pT dyd2pT

(3.6)

with charm pT > 2 GeV. Here δ(y − η) denotes the Bjorken correlation for space-time and
energy-momentum rapidities and ’i’ stands for quarks, anti-quarks, or gluons. The degeneracy of quarks and gluons is given by gg/q such that gg = 8 × 2 and gq = 3 × 2 [22]. ’Θ(τ )’
functions limit the jet-jet interaction between an initial time, τi ≃ 1/pT and final time τf ,
which is taken as a parameter(see Sec. 3.3). RT is the transverse radius of the nucleus and
dNi /d2 pT dy is the transverse momentum distribution of partons for pT > 2 GeV. We neglect
the dependence of this distribution on the momentum rapidity as we are calculating the results for heavy quarks at y=0, when only very small values of y1 and y2 contribute, and the
rapidity dependence is marginal.
The momentum space distribution of the jets at RHIC and LHC are taken from parametrization given earlier [6], where the jet distributions were calculated in LO-pQCD with a K-factor
≈ 2.5 to account for higher-order effects. CTEQ5L structure functions and EKS98 shadowing functions, as discussed in previous section have been used. Thus we have,
1 dN
gi dyd2pT y=0
1
C
=
K
.
gi (1 + pT /B)β

hijet (pT ) =
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(3.7)

The parameters C , B , β calculated using CTEQ5L structure function, are shown in
Appendix-A. The equation 3.5 is then simplified (see Appendix-A)and can be solved numerically to give heavy quarks production from jet-jet interaction.

3.2.2 Thermal Interaction
¯ in rapid succession, the deconfined
Due to multiple scattering among jet partons(g, u(ū), dd)
state may form thermally equilibrated medium early and follow hydrodynamics evolution till
QGP hadronizes. Heavy quarks may be produced in this thermal medium if the temperature
is high [4].
We can estimate the initial temperature by assuming Bjorken hydrodynamics [25] which
relates it to the final particle rapidity density, dN/dy by
dN
2π 4
= 4aT03 τ0
2
45ζ(3)πRT dy

(3.8)

where a=42.25π 2 /90 for massless light quarks and gluons and RT = 1.2A1/3 . We take
particle rapidity density as 1260 estimated experimentally at RHIC [26] and assumed that the
particle rapidity density at LHC is about 5625. Some recent works suggest a smaller value
for dN/dy ≈ 3000–3500 at LHC from considerations of parton saturation [27]. However,
larger values used in our calculations have also been suggested [28]. An increase in the
particle rapidity densities, which is steeper than expected has also been seen [29].
The time evolution of the temperature of thermalized QGP for a boost-invariant longitudinal
expansion is governed by:
Ti3 τi = T 3 τ = const.

(3.9)

This provides that τi ≈ 0.15 fm/c is assumed for our calculations. As an alternative, we also
considered a much larger time of thermalization [1, 30], τi ≈ 0.5 fm/c, with Ti calculated
from Eq. 3.8. For LHC, we have similarly assumed τi ≈ 0.07 fm/c and 0.5 fm/c. The critical
temperature, Tc , is taken to be 170 MeV and τc is estimated from Eqn. 3.9, such that thermal
interactions would take place between τi and τf only. We take the phase space distribution
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for the thermalized quarks and gluons as,
i
fth
(pT , y, η) = exp [−pT cosh(y − η)/T ] .

(3.10)

Using the thermal parton distribution Eq. 3.10in Eq. 3.4, we get thermal charm distribution.
For details see (appendix)

3.2.3 Free Streaming Interaction
As an extreme, we consider free-streaming partons, as a model of evolution of the system
of deconfined quarks and gluons, which completely relaxes the condition of thermalization.
The initial distribution at t = τ0 and z = 0 is obtained by assuming maximum entropy, so
that
f (p, x) =

dN
d3 pd3 x

= exp(−

E
),
To

(3.11)

and the condition that needs to be satisfied is
pµ

∂f (x, p)
=0.
∂xµ

(3.12)

We assume boost invariance along the z-axis. The solution which satisfies the differential
Eq. A.14 is
" p

f (p, x) = exp −

p2T + (pz t − Ez)2 /τ02
T0

#

.

With certain simplification(see Appendix) Eq. A.16 becomes
q


pT 1 + τ 2 sinh2 (y − η)/τ02
 .
f (pT , η, y) = exp −
T0

(3.13)

(3.14)

Thus the final integration is calculated for heavy quark production from free streaming partons using 3.4 see (appendix) for details
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The initial conditions for the free-streaming case are taken to be same as that for the thermal
production, whereas the final time is taken as RT /c, the transverse radius of the nuclei, after
which the system would surely expand rapidly along the transverse direction as well and
disintegrate.

3.2.4 Jet Thermal Interaction
Now we discuss the production of heavy quarks by passage of light quark and gluonic jets
through thermalized QGP. The phase space distributions can be divided into jet partons and
thermalized partons. The thermal distribution can be written as
fth = exp [−pT cosh(y − η)/T ] .

(3.15)

and the jet distribution
F (~x, ~p, t) = fjet (~x, p~, t)
dNi
(2π)3
δ(y − η) Θ(τf − τ ) Θ(τ − τi ) ,
=
2
gi τ πRT pT dyd2pT

(3.16)

We have already discussed τi in previous sections, which gives the start of the time from
when we consider the system to be in the form of QGP. We define τd as the time which a jet
takes to reach the surface of the quark gluon plasma. Consider a jet formed at ~r with velocity
~v which travels to the surface of plasma. The distance, d, covered in this process is given by,
q
d = −r cos φ + RT2 − r 2 sin2 φ ,

(3.17)

where φ = cos−1 (v̂ · r̂), and RT is the radius of the system. A massless quark or a gluon
would take a time
τd = d/c

(3.18)

for this journey and the interaction between jet and thermal partons would take the time,
τ = τi − min.[τc , τd ], where τc is the freezeout time for QGP. Using these conditions, the
Eq. 3.4 can now be simplified to give jet-thermal contribution to heavy quark production (see
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Appendix for details).
d3 N
E 3
d p

Z
1
=
dτ rdr dη dφ1 dφ2 dy1 dpT 2
16(2π)4 πRT2
y=0
pT 1,0
×
(pT 2 (cosh(y1 − η) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − E cosh y1 + pz sinh y1 + pT cos φ1 )


1 2 g
2
2
q
2
×fth (pT 1,0 , y1 , η) gq Nf hjet (pT 2 ) |M|qq̄→QQ + gg hjet (pT 2 ) |M|gg→QQ ,
2

(3.19)

3.3 Results and Discussions
In Fig. 3.1 we plot charm pT distribution at RHIC energies. We see that charm distibution
from prompt production dominates at all pT . Considering initial jet formation time to be
0.15 fm/c, we have used two conditions, one with τf =RT /c and the other with thermalization
time∼ 0.5 fm/c. In any case the time integration is reduced to ln(τ − f /τi ), and thus one can
easily obtain this results for any choice of initial condition.
Our results for RHIC is quite similar to those by Lin and Gyulassy. Also the jet-thermal
contribution is found to be comparable to jet-jet interaction. The contribution of thermal
production is small at Large pT but larger by a factor of 3 at lower pT when compared to
jet-jet and jet-thermal contributions. The contribution obtained by free streaming partons
with initial conditions similar to that of thermal production is also very small particularly at
higher pT regions.
In Fig. 3.2, we show the results from our calculations of charm pT distributions at LHC
√
regime. We consider central collision of lead nuclei at s= 5500 GeV/nucleon. Other initial
conditions have already been discussed. We find that the charm production from initial fusion
is about a factor of 10 or more than at RHIC, and of course its fall with pT is much more
slower, as one would expect. We plot our results at LHC, taking formation time of QGP
to be 0.07 fm/c. We have assumed the initial time of jet-jet interaction to be from τi < 0.1
fm/c to the time until the jet reaches the surface (∼ τf =RT /c) as one of the extremes. The
other extreme condition is by taking τf =0.5 fm/c, the formation time of equilibrated medium.
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We find that the producton of heavy quark due to the jet-jet interaction is comparable to the
prompt production for pT > 2.0 GeV. However the contribution falls off for pT < 2.0 GeV as
we have considered jet partons having momentum > 2.0 GeV. Thermal contribution is about
40% for τi ∼0.07 fm/c and about 20% for τi ∼0.5 fm/c.
The thermal and the free-streaming contributions shown in Figs. deserve more attention. We
see that the two contributions for larger initial temperatures at LHC differ by a factor of about
2 or more, while for the smaller initial temperature at RHIC they are of similar magnitude.
This, we feel, has its origin in the large initial temperature which enhances the phase-space
contribution to the thermal production of charm quarks. This feature is also evident from
Figs. 3.3 where we plot the pT spectra of the bottom quarks production at LHC.

3.4 Summary
Single particle spectra of charm for RHIC and LHC energies and that of bottom at LHC
energies only have been calculated and discussed in this chapter. The mechanisms for heavy
quark production elaborated here, are initial gluon fusion and secondary multiple scattering
processes like jet-jet interaction and thermal interaction and passage of jets through QGP.
Two different initial conditions, one with early thermalization time of τ ∼0.1 fm and other
with thermalization time of 0.5 fm have been used. Substantial production of charm, specially at LHC, is seen in addition to the production due to initial fusion.
Another calculation for prompt charm production may be obtained from color glass condensate model [31]. Also, more complete calculations, reported in detail are found in [32] and
also reported in Chapter 6.
We conclude that production of charm quarks at LHC and even at RHIC from processes other
than initial fusion can be large and can play a significant role in our study of back-to-back
correlation(Chapter 2). This may have important implications for the study of the nuclear
modification factor RAA as well as large mass dileptons having their origin in the correlated
√
charm decay particularly at top LHC energy of s=5.5 A TeV. However at lower collider
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energies, it is seen that prompt production dominates over secondary mechanisms and as a
first step one may use the prompt charm distribution only to study QGP properties.
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Chapter 4
Heavy Quark Correlation
In previous chapter, we discussed in details on calculations of various mechanisms of heavy
quark production (also see Refs. [1]–[4]) and showed single charm and bottom distributions
which are important to study the nuclear modiification factor, RAA and azimuthal anisotropy,
v2 . In the present chapter I will discuss heavy quark pair production through different mechanisms which is important for studying QQ correlations. It is already stated that the heavy
quarks (only charm and bottom quarks are considered here) offer several unique advantages,
so that one can use it to probe the properties of QGP. The conservation of flavour in strong interaction dictates that they are always produced in pairs (QQ). Their large mass ensures that
momentum transfer, ’Q2 ’ necessary for their production in any interaction is large enough,
so that pQCD techniques can be used. Heavy meson also stands out against the swarm of
pions and thus any medium effects on its evolution during partonic phase are clearly reflected
in its final spectra.
Their large mass also provides that, even though buffeted by light quarks and gluons during
their passage through the quark gluon plasma, the direction of their motion may not change
substantially. This should make them a valuable probe for the properties of the plasma
which depend on the reaction plane. It is also not yet clearly established that heavy quarks
will completely thermalize in the plasma formed at RHIC and LHC energies (see Ref. [6]).
However it must be safe to assume that the drag [7] suffered by heavy quarks will mostly
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Figure 4.1: Energy dependence of the charm quark production in pp collisions.

slow it down and the diffusion [8] processes will not alter its direction considerably. Thus,
the azimuthal correlation of heavy quarks integrated over pT may be reasonably immune to
the energy loss suffered by them.
The heavy quarks could be influenced by the flow [9] generated in heavy ion collisions.
If this is true, then a very interesting situation may arise for heavy quarks which is not
possible in case of light quarks or gluons. Let us consider a QQ pair produced in a central
collision having rapidity, y = 0. At leading order, their transverse momenta would be equal
in magnitude and would point towards opposite directions. Consider a heavy quark Q is
moving away from the centre with momentum pT , then its partner Q would move with
momentum −pT towards the centre. Their velocities would be vQ = ±pT /MT , where
q
MT = p2T + MQ2 , and MQ is the mass of the heavy quark. Let the radial flow velocity be
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Figure 4.2: (left) Transverse momentum distribution of D0 -mesons and (right) of D+ √
mesons, in pp collisions for s= 2.76 TeV.

vf . Now if |vf | ≥ |vQ |, the Q will turn back and start moving away from the centre! Thus
the QQ pair, which should have appeared back-to-back would appear as moving in the same
direction. This would drastically alter the azimuthal correlation of the pair. A similar change
of direction of motion is not possible for light quarks and gluons as they move with the speed
of light, (see Ref. [9]).
Now let us consider the QCD processes of charm pair production: gg → QQ at leading order
and gg → gQQ at next-to-leading order. In the absence of any intrinsic transvere momentum, kT for partons, the quarks from the first process will be produced back-to-back, while
those from the second process will be mostly collinear and will additionally be accompanied
with a recoiling parton. A comparison of the energy loss suffered by the recoiling parton and
the heavy-quarks will allow us to obtain flavour dependence of the energy loss. A considerable richness to this picture is added by the realization that the splitting g → QQ, would
produce collinear heavy quarks, while the process gg → QQg, where a gluon is radiated by
one of the heavy quarks will essentially give rise to a flat azimuthal correlation.
So far we have discussed only the azimuthal correlation of the heavy quarks. A study of
the transverse momentum of the pair and the rapidity-difference of the pair can help us
disentangle the LO and the NLO processes. Recall that the transverse momentum of the
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QQ pair would be identically zero at LO and equal to that of the recoiling parton at NLO.
Deviations from the results for pp collisions at the corresponding centre of mass energy in
nuclear collisions will provide a measure of medium modifications as usual.
The nuclear modification factor, RAA , is a strong observable for energy loss [10] of jet particles in a medium and thus indicates formation of QGP. However it is suggested in some
literatures that it may not able to discriminate between different mechanisms of energy loss
and evolution of the system [11] and the correlation of the leading hadrons may fill up the
picture of our understanding of the modification of the particle spectra in the medium [12].
Consider a simple example. We need to know the transverse momentum of heavy quarks in
pp collisions in order to have a base-line to estimate the nuclear modifications. The NLO
pQCD results for these are easily approximated by a K factor multiplying the results for LO
pQCD (see eg. Ref. [13]). Now consider the azimuthal correlations of heavy quarks produced in similar collisions. As we discussed above, the LO pQCD results for the correlation
is a delta function around ∆φ = π. However, we shall see that the correlation function estimated at NLO, though still peaking at ∆φ = π fills up the phase-space from zero to π with
an interesting catenary like structure.
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The present work aims at investigating azimuthal, momentum, and rapidity correlations for
heavy quark-anti quark pairs for pp collisions and setting the stage for the study of the deviations in these due to medium modifications in heavy ion collisions at the corresponding
energies. We also discuss the complexities arising from the additional production of heavy
quarks due to multiple scatterings [14].
The chapter is organized as follows. In the next section we discuss various correlations for
pp collisions using NLO pQCD. In Sect. 3 we discuss the azimuthal correlations in Pb+Pb
collisions due to initial production and various secondary mechanisms. Our results for pp
and Pb+Pb collisions are discussed in Sect. 4 followed by conclusion in Sect. 5.
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4.1 Proton on Proton Collision
The results for particle and photon productions in proton on proton, pp collisions serve as
a baseline in search for quark-gluon-plasma and other medium effects at the corresponding
centre of mass energy/nucleon for collision of heavy nuclei. This paradigm may have to be
modified if the recent suggestions for formation of high mmultiplicity system(perhaps only
in high multiplicity events), Ref. [15] in pp collisions turn out to be valid. In the present
work any AA collision has been considered as a incoherent superposition of pp collisions.
The correlation of heavy quarks produced in pp collisions is defined in general as:
E1 E2

dσ
dσ
=
=C,
3
dy1dy2 d2 pT1 d2 pT2
1 d p2

d3 p

(4.1)

where y1 and y2 are the rapidities of heavy quark and anti-quark and pT i are their transverse
momenta.
At the leading order, the differential cross-section for the charm correlation from protonproton collision can be written as:
CLO =

dσ
δ(pT 1 + pT 2 ) .
d2 pT dy1 dy2
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(4.2)

In the above pT 1 = pT 2 = pT and
dσ
dy1 dy2 dpT

X  (a)
dσ̂ij (ŝ, t̂, û)
(b)
= 2xa xb pT
fi (xa , Q2 )fj (xb , Q2 )
dt̂
ij

(a)
(b)
2
2 dσ̂ij (ŝ, û, t̂)
+ fj (xa , Q )fi (xb , Q )
/(1 + δij ) ,
dt̂

(4.3)

where xa and xb are the fractions of the momenta carried by the partons from their interacting
parent hadrons. These are given by
MT
MT
xa = √ (ey1 + ey2 ); xb = √ (e−y1 + e−y2 ) .
(4.4)
s
s
q
where MT is the transverse mass, m2Q + p2T , of the produced heavy quark. The subscripts

i and j denote the interacting partons, and fi and fj are the partonic distribution functions
for the nucleons. We shall use CTEQ5M structure function, though we have checked that
similar results are obtained for other modern structure functions (see later). The differential
cross-section for partonic interactions, dσ̂ij /dt̂ is given by
dσ̂ij
|M|2
,
=
16πŝ2
dt̂

(4.5)

where |M|2 is the invariant amplitude for different sub-processes as obtained from Ref. [16].

The physical sub-processes included for the leading order, O (αs2 ) production of heavy
quarks are:
g+g → Q+Q
q + q̄ → Q + Q .

(4.6)

At next-to-leading order, O (αs3 ) subprocesses included are as follows
g+g →Q+Q+g
q + q̄ → Q + Q + g
g + q(q̄) → Q + Q + q(q̄) .

(4.7)

We show our results for azimuthal correlation C(∆φ), where ∆φ=|φ1 − φ2 | as well as for
rapidity correlations, C(∆y), where ∆y=y1 − y2 , of produced heavy quarks. We also present
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(∆η, ∆φ) correlations in the jet radius parameter, R, where R =

p

(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 along

with the transverse momentum, invariant mass, and rapidity of the pair.
We also show results on the production of J/ψ and charm measured recently.

4.2 Lead Lead Collisions
Let us now move towards lead on lead, Pb+Pb collisions currently under study at the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC), CERN. We have discussed that most of the heavy-quarks and as well
as quarks and gluons having large transverse momenta are produced in initial hard collisions.
At the energies reached at the LHC, the sheer number of quarks and gluons produced in these
collisions leads to vehement multiple collisions and gluon multiplication. This, then, leads
to a quark-gluon plasma at a very large initial temperature.
As discussed earlier, we would like to know if these initial temperatures are large enough
to produce heavy quarks as well (see eg. Ref. [4]). The multiple collisions among the very
high momentum quarks and gluons (the so called jet-jet collisions) have been seen earlier
to produce substantial number of heavy quarks. These jets, produced at very early times
τ ≈ 1/pT will have to necessarily pass through the QGP which will be formed only after
τ ≈ 0.1 fm/c. Do these lead to a substantial production of heavy quarks? Some of these
questions have been addressed earlier [1, 2, 4].

4.2.1 Prompt Interactions
The basic formulation which gives the correlation of produced heavy quarks from initial
fusion of gluons and quark-anti quark annihilation in proton-proton collision is given by
Eq. 4.1. Thus the azimuthal distribution of heavy quark for Pb+Pb collision at b = 0 is given
by
E1 E2

dσpp
dN
= TAA E1 E2 3
.
3
d p1 d 3 p2
1 d p2

d3 p
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(4.8)

For central collisions of lead nuclei, the nuclear thickness function is taken as TAA = 292
fm−2 . In the above p1 and p2 are the momenta of the heavy quarks produced.

4.2.2 Jet-Jet Interaction
The initial hard scattering will produce massless gluons and light quarks in large numbers.
These partons have large transverse momenta. These quarks and gluons may ultimately
thermalize because of frequent interactions among themselves and if sufficient energy is
available, their interactions may lead to the production of heavy quarks as well. Here we
give the formulation for azimuthal distribution of produced heavy quarks pair from jet-jet
interaction. Since the jet-jet contribution to the heavy quark production is comparable to that
of primary production [1, 2], it should be interesting to see if their azimuthal distributions
differ.
As a first step we obtain the distribution of light partons, having pT > 2 GeV, from a LO
pQCD calculation using CTEQ5M structure function, for pp collisions at 2.76 TeV and 5.5
TeV. We parametrize them as:
dN
dyd2pT

jet
dσpp
d2 pT dy y=0
C
= K
(1 + pT /B)β

= TAA

(4.9)
where the K factor is taken as 2.5 to account for higher order effects and the parameters
C, B, and β are given in Table 2 (see Appendix A). The factorization and renormalization
q
scales for QQ are chosen as µF = µQ = 2 p2T + MQ2 .
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Now the azimuthal distribution of heavy quarks for collisions having an impact parameter,
b = 0, due to jet-jet interaction can be written as:
Z
Z 3 3
1
d pa d pb 4
dN
4
dx
=
δ (Σpµ )
E1 E2 3 3
8
d p1 d p2
16(2π)
ωa ωb

1 2 g
2
g
×
g f (pT a )fjet
(pT b ) Mgg→QQ
2 g jet
#
o
Xn q
2
q¯i
,
fjeti (pT a )fjet
+ gq2
(pT b ) Mqq̄→QQ + (qi ↔ q¯i )
i

(4.10)

where pa , pb are the four momenta of the incoming partons and p1 and p2 are the same for the
outgoing heavy quarks, and qi stands for the flavour of the light quarks. The jet distribution
function fjet (pT ) is given by
i
fjet
(pT ) =

(2π)3
dNi
δ(y − η) Θ(τf − τ ) Θ(τ − τi ) .
2
gi τ πRT pT d2 pT dy

(4.11)

This follows the Bjorken space-time correlation used earlier in Refs. [1, 2, 33]. Now the
Eq. 4.10 reduces to:
Z
Z
1
dN
δ(ΣE)
4
=
E1 E2 3 3
d x d2 pT b dyb
8
d p1 d p2
16(2π)
ωb

1 2 g
2
g
×
g f (pT a )fjet
(pT b ) Mgg→QQ + gq2 ×
2 g jet
#
o
Xn q
2
q¯i
fjeti (pT a )fjet
(pT b ) Mqq̄→QQ + (qi ↔ q¯i ) ,

(4.12)

i

where d4 x=τ dτ rdr dη dφr and d3 p=pT dpT dφp Edy.
The formation time for the jets (light pT partons) is taken as τi =0.1 fm/c, as we count those
having pT > 2 GeV, as jets, We take τf ≈ RT , of the system and perform rest of the integration numerically.

4.2.3 Jet-Thermal Interaction
Now, we consider passage of high energy energy jets through quark gluon plasma and estimate azimuthal dependence of the produced heavy quarks.
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ˆ
Suppose, a light parton is produced at position r, and moves at an angle α where cos α=r̂.d,
ˆ before it reaches the surface is
then the distance d travelled by the jet along the direction d,
given by:
d = −r cos α +

p

R2 + r 2 sin2 α ,

(4.13)

Hence the time available for heavy quark production is the minimum of [τd , τf ], where τd is
time taken by the parton to cover the distance d and τf is the time when quark gluon plasma
hadronizes.
The azimuthal distribution of the produced heavy quark from jet-thermal interaction is given
by
Z
1
dN
rdr dτ dη dφb dyb
E1 E2 3 3 =
d p1 d p2
16(2π)4πRT2
pT b0
×
pT a [pT 1 cos(φ1 − φb ) + pT 2 cos(φ2 − φb ) − MT 1 cosh(y1 − yb ) − MT 2 cosh(y2 − yb )]

1
2
× gg hgjet (pT a )fthg (pT b0 ) Mgg→QQ
2
#
o
Xn q
2
.
+gq
hjeti (pT a )fthq¯i (pT b0 ) Mqq̄→QQ + (qi ↔ q¯i ) (4.14)
i

which is then evaluated numerically (see Appendix for Mathematical details).

4.2.4 Thermal Interaction
We have discussed earlier that the multiple scatterings among the quarks and gluons leads
to the formation of quark gluon plasma at a large initial temperature. Interaction among
the thermalized partons may also lead to charm production provided the initial temperature
√
of quark gluon plasma is high. Using the recent results from ALICE at s=2.76 A TeV for
central collisions of lead-lead nuclei, we take particle multiplicity density to be dN/dy=2850
√
√
at s=2.76 TeV/nucleon, [17] and extrapolate it to 3000 for s = 5.5 TeV/nucleon. Now
using the relation [19]
dN
2π 4
= 4aT03 τ0
2
45ζ(3)πRT dy
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(4.15)

and initial formation time for QGP, τi =0.1 fm/c, we estimate T0 to be 653 MeV at 2.76
TeV/nucleon and 664 MeV at 5.5 TeV/nucleon respectively.
Recall also that at RHIC energies, τi up to 0.6 fm/c have been used, specially for the part of
the evolution which could be described using hydrodynamics. One may imagine τi getting
smaller at LHC energies, due to increased activity of minijets, etc. Thus for example, the
parton saturation models [20] suggest that psat at LHC energies is close to 2 GeV, which
suggests that the initial time τi for the plasma would be ≈ 1/psat or about 0.1 fm/c. We shall
discuss the consequences of taking large formation times (see later).
Thus the azimuthal distribution of heavy quarks produced from interactions of thermalized
partons is given by
Z
Z
dN
1
4
E1 E2 3 3 =
d x dφb dyb
d p1 d p2
16(2π)8
pT b0
×
[pT 1 cos(φ1 − φb ) + pT 2 cos(φ2 − φb ) − MT 1 cosh(y1 − yb ) − MT 2 cosh(y2 − yb )]

1
2
× gg2 fthg (pT a )fthg (pT b0 ) Mgg→QQ
2
#
n
o
X q
2
q
¯
2
fthi (pT a )fthi (pT b0 ) Mqq̄→QQ + (qi ↔ q¯i )
+ gq
,(4.16)
i

where (the boosted) thermal distribution of partons is approximated as
i
h p
T
fth (pT , y, η) = exp − cosh(y − η) .
T

(4.17)

The above integration is done numerically, with the temperature varying according to
Bjorken’s cooling law, i.e. T 3 τ = constant, till the temperature drops to about 160 MeV.

4.3 Results and Discussions
4.3.1 Proton Proton Collisions
In the results to be reported in the following, we shall use the CTEQ5M structure function,
though some results are also given for other structure functions. The mass of the charm
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quarks is kept fixed at mc = 1.5 GeV, while that for bottom quarks is mb = 4.5 GeV. The
q
factorization and renormalization scales are taken as C m2Q + p2T with factor C = 2 for

charm quarks and 1 for bottom quarks. The NLO pQCD code (NLO-MNR) developed by
Mangano et al. [21, 22] has been used for the initial production of heavy quarks.

Production of heavy quarks, charmed mesons, and J/ψ:
The results for charm production along with recent results obtained at LHC for pp collisions
are shown in Fig. 4.1. For the sake of exploration we have also included results for mc =
1.2 GeV and the structure function CTEQ5M. A very good description of the data Ref. [23],
without any adjustment of parameters is seen (see also Refs. [13, 24]).
We have given the results of our calculations using several structure functions in Fig. ?? for
the production of charm and bottom quarks at central rapidities in pp collisions at 2.76 TeV.
We see that use of any of the more modern structure functions gives results which differ by
just a few percent from each other.
One may also consider the production of D-mesons by writing schematically:
E

d3 σ
d3 σ(Q)
=
E
⊗ D(Q → HQ ) ,
Q
d3 p
d 3 pQ

(4.18)

where the fragmentation of the heavy quark Q into the heavy-meson HQ is described by the
function D. We have assumed that the shape of D(z), where z = pD /pc , where pD is the D
meson momentum and pc is the charm momentum and is identical for all the D-mesons [25],
(c)

DD (z) =

nD
,
z[1 − 1/z − ǫp /(1 − z)]2

(4.19)

ǫp is the Peterson parameter and
Z

1

dz D(z) = 1 .

(4.20)

0

The production of a particular D-meson is then obtained by using the fraction for it, determined experimentally [26, 27].
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A comparison of our results for D 0 and D + production with the preliminary data obtained by
ALICE experiment [28] is shown in Fig. 4.2. We give results for ǫp = 0.001, 0.06, and 0.12
to show the sensitivity of our calculations to this variation. Considering that no parameters
have been adjusted, the results seem to be satisfactory. More detailed and accurate data will
definitely put stringent constraints on all the inputs.
Note that the semi-leptonic decay of D-mesons has been extensively used to study the production of charm and bottom quarks, as well as the energy loss suffered by them. The electrons coming from charm decay, for example, are obtained by convoluting the distribution of
D-mesons (Eq. 5.10) with the electron decay spectrum [29] and accounting for the branching
to a particular D-meson [26, 27]. In case the contributions of the B and the D mesons cannot
be distinguished, one should use the B and D-meson mixtures, with appropriate branchings,
B → e, D → e and B → D → e. The semileptonic decay of B-mesons becomes important
at higher pT in spite of their reduced production, though the contribution of the B → D → e
channel drops rapidly with increase in pT (see e.g., Ref. [30]).
The ALICE experiment has, however, obtained the single electrons from the process c →
D → e [31]. The upgrades of STAR and PHENIX experiments at RHIC will also be able to
measure this.
In Fig. 4.3, we compare our results for the electrons measured by the ALICE experiment
with the decay of charm and a reasonable agreement is seen. In a future publication, we
shall report on the consequences of introducing an intrinsic kT for the partons and also using
different parametrization of the decay spectrum of the electrons.
The production of J/ψ in pp collisions is yet another important observable, which is closely
related to the production of charm quarks. For example, using the colour evaporation model,
one can write:
dσJ/ψ
=F
dy

Z

2mD

dM
2mc

dσcc
.
dM dy

(4.21)

where M is the invariant mass of the pair, y is its rapidity, mD is the mass of D-mesons,
and F is the (constant) colour-evaporation factor which should be fixed by evaluation at
some energy. There is one small detail which should be mentioned here; the LO pQCD
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calculations for heavy quark production produce cc pairs with pair-momentum identically
equal to zero (though the NLO processes do provide them with a net transverse momentum).
This is corrected by imparting an intrinsic kT to the partons (see e.g. [32]). Only for these
calculations we impart an intrinsic kT of 1.5 GeV/c to the partons.
We show our results for the transverse momentum and the rapidity distribution of J/ψ in
Fig. 4.4 along with the experimental results for pp collision at 7 TeV obtained for prompt
J/ψ by the LHCb experiment[33]. (Note that the ALICE collaboration has measured the
inclusive J/ψ which includes the b-decays [34]. Even though this contribution is of the
order of 10%, it is often accounted for by adding the b → J/ψ contribution measured by
the LHCb experiment.) We have explored the consequences of varying the intrinsic kT on
the pT distribution of J/ψ and, as expected, the slope of the pT distribution decreases with
increase in kT . A reasonable description of the distribution of the transverse momentum
and the rapidity distribution is seen. An accurate description of the data will involve a more
detailed exploration of the parameters. For example, the colour evaporation coefficient is
kept fixed in these calculations, to magnify the effect of varying intrinsic kT . Of-course the
change of intrinsic kT will not affect the rapidity distribution.
It will be interesting to continue with this study for the prompt production of higher resonances of cc as well as of bb, when more accurate and detailed data become available.

Correlations:
Having witnessed a good description of charm production as well as J/ψ production, we
now move to the main topic of the present work. In the following we give our results for
azimuthal, rapidity-difference, transverse momentum, and jet-radius correlation for charm
and bottom quarks at 2.76 and 5.5 TeV for pp collisions. Deviations from these would signal
medium modifications in case of nucleus-nucleus collisions.
Fig. 4.5 shows pT and rapidity integrated ∆φ distribution for heavy quarks at

√

s = 2.76

TeV, 5.5 TeV and 14.0 TeV for both leading order and next-to-leading order calculations.
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As expected the contribution rises with the energy available in the centre-of-mass system. It
is felt that if our argument about heavy quarks not changing direction of their motion due
to soft collisions with partons is valid, then drag (or energy loss) alone will not drastically
alter this feature. It is needless to repeat that at LO all the heavy quarks will be produced
back-to-back resulting in a peak at ∆φ = π. However, if the heavy quarks thermalize and
flow with the medium, this picture may undergo change. We shall come back to this.
In Fig. 4.6 we show our results for the transverse momentum, rapidity, and invariant mass
√
distribution of charm and bottom quark pairs produced in pp collisions at s=2.76 and 5.5
TeV. Recall that the pair momentum will be balanced by the momentum of the recoiling
parton. Thus tagging on a high transverse momentum recoiling parton in the case of heavy
ion collisions can give interesting details of how heavy quarks and (mostly) gluons behave in
the medium produced in the collision. These results also contain a very interesting situation.
Consider a heavy-quark produced in LO pQCD in a nucleus-nucleus collision. They will be
produced back-to-back and are most likely to cover different part and length of the system,
before they fragment (or coalesce with a light quark) to form a D-meson. Thus they would
lose a differing amount of energy and acquire a net-transverse momentum which was initially
identically zero. At least the collinear heavy-quarks produced during splitting of an offshell gluon would, on the other hand, cover similar distances under similar conditions in the
plasma, and thus their net transverse momentum will remain largely unaltered. It would be
interesting to study such cases in future more detailed experiments.
We show our results for rapidity correlation where, ∆y = y1 − y2 , of heavy quarks produced in such collisions in Fig. 4.7. We note that this correlation peaks at vanishing rapidity
difference. We have also given the LO results for this along with a scaling of the LO results
with a factor σNLO /σLO to demonstrate that the NLO results cannot, in general, be approximated by a K factor multiplying the LO results, and the inadequacy of this shows up most
strongly near ∆y equal to zero. It is also likely that the rapidity difference, specially when
the two rapidities have opposite signs may encode effects of longitudinal flow in case of
nucleus-nucleus collisions.
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Fig. 4.8 shows the results of our calculation for the jet-radius, R, correlation, where
p
R = ∆η 2 + ∆φ2 . It brings out the interesting differences between results for the lead-

ing order and next-to-leading calculations. Thus, while at leading order we do not have
any contribution for R < π, there is a substantial contribution coming from next-to-leading
processes for 0 < R < π.

4.3.2 Lead Lead Collisions
Now we proceed to our results for collision of lead nuclei at 2.76 ATeV and 5.5 ATeV. In
Fig. 4.9 we show our results for azimuthal distribution of heavy quarks produced from initial
(prompt) collision of partons, having transverse momenta of 1–4 GeV and rapidities close to
zero. The results for LO calculations, having a peak at ∆φ = π are given, to demonstrate
the importance of using NLO results as a base line for these studies. We see a sharpening
of the collinear and back-to-back correlations as the momenta of the quarks increases, while
the correlation, with the exception of the peak at ∆φ = π, gets more flat, as NLO processes
have a larger role, as the available energy increases. We also find less production of pairs of
bottom quarks with smaller ∆φ at the same energy, compared to charm quarks, as expected.
We show our results for production of heavy quarks from multiple scattering of jets in
Fig. 4.10. We have limited our calculations to contributions from quarks and gluons having pT > 2 GeV. Let us first consider our results for charm quarks. At both the energies, we
see that while charm quarks having transverse momenta around 1.5 GeV, show a correlation
which rises smoothly as we go from collinear to back-to-back correlations, the charm-quarks
having larger transverse momenta give rise to a flat distribution for larger ∆φ. We also
note that the contribution of multiple scattering of the jets, even though smaller at ∆φ ≈ π
compared to the contribution of initial production, is rather comparable at smaller angular
separations. We note that as the initial and the final times τi and τf appear only as a multiplicative factor ln(τf /τi ), the shape the correlation will remain unaffected by any change in
their value.
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The bottom quarks show a very interesting trend. For the lowest momentum considered,
the bottom-quarks are seen to be produced with a flat azimuthal correlation, while as their
momenta increase, the distribution becomes more and more collinear. The observation about
comparable contributions of multiple scattering of jets and initial production at ∆φ < π,
seen earlier for charm quarks, applies to them as well.
The results for the angular correlations of heavy quarks produced from the passage of jets
through QGP are shown in Fig. 4.11. A very interesting and distinct picture emerges for
these heavy quarks. We see that these productions are dominated by collinear contributions,
confirming the nomenclature ”jet-conversion” (see Ref. [4, 33]) for them. At small ∆φ
their contribution is similar to that from initial production. The corresponding results for
bottom quark-pairs show similar trends, but those are an order of magnitude smaller than the
contribution of initial production.
And finally the results for the angular correlation of heavy quarks produced from scattering
of thermalized partons is shown in Fig. 4.12. Firstly, these contributions are smaller by more
an order of magnitude than the contributions discussed above. However, we still discuss their
features as these are quite interesting. The azimuthal correlation of charm as well as bottom
quark pairs is rather flat for low transverse momenta but changes steadily to back-to-back
at the transverse momentum increases. This, we feel, happens as heavy quarks having large
√
transverse momenta can only come from collisions of partons having large s. This would
be possible for partons having almost equal and opposite momenta, thus leading to heavy
quarks which will be predominantly back-to-back.
Recall that we have used a formation time of the plasma as 0.1 fm/c, inspired by the parton saturation model. A larger value for τi will leave the jet-jet contribution essentially
unchanged, as we discussed earlier. However the jet-thermal and thermal contributions are
expected to drop if the initial time is increased. Thus recalling our results from Ref. [2], we
estimate that raising the τi to 0.5 fm/c the jet-thermal contribution may decrease by a factor
of 2, while the thermal contribution will come down by a factor of about 4.
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4.3.3 Effect of Flow
We have suggested earlier that the effect of drag or energy loss of heavy quarks alone may
not be enough to change their direction of motion, and thus the pT -integrated azimuthal
correlations discussed in this work may not be affected by the energy loss. It may change for
a given pT due to migration of quarks to the regions of lower pT and the pT dependence of the
heavy quark production. The flow of the medium can, however, affect the angular correlation
considerably, if it is large and if the heavy quarks are thermalized. In order to estimate the
effect of the flow on the correlation of the heavy quarks, we use a toy model used earlier by
Cuautle and Paic [35], and more recently in Ref. [36], for studying correlations.
In order to do this, we proceed as follows. We first give a random orientation to the quarkpairs from the NLO pQCD calculations (the NLO MNR code, e.g., at LO gives pairs with
px1 = px2 =0). Then we place them at (x, y), randomly chosen according to the probability:
RR
dx dy TA (x, y, b = 0)TB (x, y, b = 0)
P =
,
(4.22)
TAB (b = 0)
where Ti is the transverse density profile of the nucleus i assumed to have a uniform density
of radius R, and TAB (b = 0) is the nuclear thickness for impact parameter, b = 0. Assuming
a flow, directed away from the centre, we add the flow momentum pTf = pT f (r/r) to the
momentum of the heavy quark pT .
We use the blast-model [37] to write pT f as
pT f = γβr mQ ,
where
βr = βs ×
and r =

p



r
RT

2

(4.23)

.

(4.24)

x2 + y 2 . We give results for βs = 0, 0.3, and 0.6. We show our results Fig. 4.13

for two ranges of pT of the charm quarks, pT < 4 GeV and pT > 4 GeV. We see that even
though the azimuthal correlation is more strongly affected for charm quarks having lower
transverse momenta for reasonable values of the flow, the basic nature of the correlation
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function remains unchanged. It is likely that if the charm quarks are not completely thermalized, the effective flow velocity for them could be smaller, and then the above observation
becomes even more relevant. Note that large values of βs are normally reached only in the
hadronic phase.

4.4 Summary
We have calculated azimuthal, rapidity difference, and transverse momentum correlations
of heavy quark pairs produced in pp collisions at several energies relevant for experiments
being done at the Large Hadron Collider, using NLO pQCD. Whereever possible, we have
discussed how these could change due to final state effects in nucleus-nucleus collisions.
These results will act as a base-line for similar studies in the case of P b + P b collisions
at the corresponding centre of mass energies/nucleon, to determine medium modifications.
We have noted that this picture is enriched (or complicated) by multiple collisions among
the partons having high energy, which can give very different correlations of a magnitude
comparable to that of initial productions considered above. We have argued, but it remains
to be verified, that these correlations may not be drastically altered due to the energy loss
suffered by heavy quarks, as they may not change the direction of their motion substantially,
due to soft scatterings. These aspects will be addressed in the next chapter. These may,
however, be affected by a strong flow of the medium, if the heavy quarks are thermalized.
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Figure 4.6: Transverse momentum, invariant mass and rapidity distribution of charm and
bottom quark pairs at LHC.
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NLO in pp collisions.
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Figure 4.8: (∆η, ∆φ) correlations of heavy quarks produced in pp collisions at
TeV and 5.5 TeV at LO and NLO.
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Chapter 5
Energy Loss Mechanisms of Charm in
QGP
The previous two chapters deal with production mechanisms for charm and bottom quarks.
Single particle distribution and two particle(QQ) azimuthal distribution have been calculated
for proton on proton as well as for heavy ion collision at RHIC and LHC energies. Now, we
can move over to study the evolution of pT and ∆φ spectra of charm in QGP. This chapter
conains the first part of our calculations on charm quark energy loss and is based on multiple
scattering of charm quark with QGP partons.
It is often suggested that heavy quarks may lose a smaller amount of energy per unit length
during their passage through QGP compared to light quarks, due to the ’dead cone effect’ [1].
The experimental results, however, show similar suppression for light and heavy mesons [2].
Some recent calculations (see for eg. Refs. [3]) incorporated the generalized distribution of
gluons in qc → qcg and gc → gcg, and calculated a dE/dx for charm quarks which is quite
similar to those for light quarks at energies ≥ 10-15 GeV.
The study of charm quark energy loss provides several unique advantages over those of light
partons. The charm mesons easily stand out in the multitude of light mesons. Most of the
charm quarks are produced in initial fusion of quarks and anti-quarks (qq → cc) and gluons
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(gg → cc), though a small additional production is expected [4]–[8] from multiple scattering
between jets, jets and thermalized partons, and thermalized partons. It is not yet clearly
established if the charm quarks thermalize in the QGP [9], though it is expected that due
to their small numbers their impact on the bulk properties of the QGP would be negligible.
One also expects that due to their large mass, charm quarks will not change their direction
as they traverse the plasma, though they will slow down. This makes them excellent probes
to check the dependence of azimuthal correlation on the conditions of the thermal system.
There is one additional trait which should help us in getting flavour dependence of energy
loss of heavy quarks. While a ’u’ or a ’d’ or a ’s’ quark or a gluon can fragment into one
of many mesons or baryons, a charm or a bottom quark would mostly fragment into only a
D or a B meson or a charm or bottom baryon, respectively. Thus a charm quark after losing
energy will appear as a D-meson having lower energy or momentum. We shall see that this
would lead to a characteristic enhancement of charmed mesons or single electrons at low pT .
The chapter contains expressions for calculations of nuclear modification factor- RAA , azimuthal anisotropy coefficient- v2 , azimuthal correlation for charm pairs, and our model prescription for energy loss. Sec. 3.2 contains discussion of our results, followed by a summary
in Sec. 5.4

5.1 Formulation
5.1.1 Charm Production
The energy loss of quarks and gluons is most easily seen via the suppressed production of
hadrons measured using nuclear modification factor, RAA :

RAA (pT , y) =

dNAA /d2 pT dy
hTAA idσpp /d2 pT dy
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(5.1)
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Figure 5.1: RAA and v2 for non photonic electrons at RHIC. Top: Momentum loss/per collision ∝ momentum (left) and ∝ square-root of momentum (right). Bottom: Momentum loss
per collision= constant (left) and v2 (pT ) for single electrons.

where NAA is the hadron production for the nucleus-nucleus system at a given impact parameter, ’b’. TAA is the corresponding nuclear thickness, and σpp is the cross-section for the
production of hadrons at the corresponding centre of mass energy/nucleon in pp collisions.
One can now calculate
dσpp
dy1 dy2 d2 pT

X

dσ̂ij (ŝ, t̂, û)
dt̂
ij

(a)
(b)
2
2 dσ̂ij (ŝ, û, t̂)
+ fj (xa , Q )fi (xb , Q )
/(1 + δij ) ,
dt̂
= 2xa xb

(a)

(b)

fi (xa , Q2 )fj (xb , Q2 )
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(5.2)

where pT and y1,2 are the momenta and rapidities of produced charm and anti-charm and xa
and xb are the fractions of the momenta carried by the partons from their interacting parent
hadrons. These are given by
MT
xa = √ (ey1 + ey2 ) ;
s

MT
xb = √ (e−y1 + e−y2 ) .
s

(5.3)

q
where MT (= m2Q + p2T ), is the transverse mass of the produced heavy quark. The sub-

scripts i and j denote the interacting partons, and fi/j are the partonic distribution functions
for the nucleons. The fundamental processes included for LO calculations are:

g+g →c+c
q + q̄ → c + c .

(5.4)

We recall that the above LO pQCD expression reproduces the NLO results [10] when supplemented with a K-factor ≈ 2 (see Ref. [11]).
We have used TAA = 225 fm−2 for 0-10% centrality for Au+Au collisions at RHIC, as calculated from Glauber formalism. For Pb+Pb collisions at LHC, TAA =195 fm−2 for 0-20%
centrality has been used. We use CTEQ5M structure function along with EKS98 [12] shadowing function. The factorization, renormalization, and fragmentation scales are chosen as
q
m2Q + p2T and the charm quark mass has been taken as 1.5 GeV. The detailed calculations

for charm quark production have been already shown in chapter 3.

5.1.2 Energy Loss
We propose an empirical model for the energy loss for charm quarks which is inspired by a
multiple scattering model used earlier by [13] supplemented with considerations of Baier et
al [14] for partonic energy loss [15]. We recall once again that the nuclear modification of
heavy meson production is similar to those for light mesons.
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We perform a Monte Carlo implementation(see also [16]) of our model calculations and estimate the momentum loss of charm quarks and nuclear modification of D-meson and single
electron production from semi-leptonic decay of D-mesons. We assume that the energy loss
of heavy quarks proceeds via multiple collisions and that the momentum loss per collision is
given by, (see for example Ref. [17])
(∆p)i = α (pi )β ,

(5.5)

∆p
dp
=−
dx
λ

(5.6)

so that one can write

where α and β are parameters to be determined and λ is the mean free path of the charm
quark, taken as 1 fm, in these initial studies. We shall consider charm quarks at central
rapidities only and therefore, p = pT . The momentum of the charm quark after n collisions
will be given by
pn+1 = pn − (∆p)n

(5.7)

The charm quark can continue to lose energy in collisions as long as the resulting momentum
remains positive. We estimate the probability for the charm quark to have n collisions, while
covering the path length L from a Poisson distribution
P (n, L) =

(L/λ)n −L/λ
e
.
n!

(5.8)

Taking a value for the coefficient α and the exponent β, we estimate the largest number of
collisions- N, which the charm quark having momentum pT can undergo. Next, we sample
the number of collisions n, which the charm undergoes from the distribution
p(n) = P (n, L)/

N
X

P (n, L)

(5.9)

n=1

to get the final momentum of the charm quark.
Finally we fragment the charm quarks into D-mesons. Thus we have,
d3 σ(Q)
d3 σ
⊗ D(Q → HQ ) ⊗ F (HQ → e) ,
E 3 = EQ 3
dp
d pQ
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(5.10)

where the fragmentation of the heavy quark Q into the heavy-meson HQ is described by the
fragmentation function D. We have assumed that the shape of D(z), where z = pD /pc , is
identical for all the D-mesons, [18] and
(c)

DD (z) =

nD
,
z[1 − 1/z − ǫp /(1 − z)]2

where ǫp is the Peterson parameter and
Z 1

dz D(z) = 1 .

(5.11)

(5.12)

0

We have kept it fixed at ǫp =0.13.
Here F (HQ → e) denotes semileptonic decay of D-mesons and the electron distribution is
taken from Ref. [19].

5.1.3 Azimuthal Anisotropy
Non-central collisions of identical nuclei will lead to an oval overlap zone, whose length in
and out of the reaction plain would be different. Thus, charm quarks traversing the QGP in
and out of the plain will cover different path lengths and lose differing amount of energy.
This would lead to an azimuthal dependence in the distribution of resulting charm mesons,
whose azimuthal anisotropy could be measured in terms of the v2 coefficient defined by
R
dN
dφ pT dp
cos (2φ)
R T dφdN
v2 (pT ) =
(5.13)
dφ pT dpT dφ

We have approximated the colliding nuclei as having a uniform density with radius R in

these calculations and alos obtained average path-length for the charm quarks along a given
φ.

5.1.4 Azimuthal Correlation
Next we discuss the effect of charm energy loss via multiple scattering on DD azimuthal
correlation. cc̄ pair will be produced mainly in the pre-equilibrium phase from initial gluon
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fusion. However the correlation of charm pair may change considerably if it undergoes
frequent scattering with thermal partons of QGP. So any change in its final azimuthal spectra
might indicate an early development of collective flow of medium particles. On the other
hand both the members of cc̄ may suffer different energy loss while traveling through QGP
and it might be reflected in the correlation distribution of the pair.
The correlation of heavy quarks produced in pp collisions is defined as
E1 E2

dσ
dσ
=
=C,
3
dy1 dy2 d2 pT 1 d2 pT 2
1 d p2

d3 p
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(5.14)

where y1 and y2 are the rapidities of heavy quark and anti-quark and pTi are the respective
momenta.
At the leading order, the differential cross-section for the charm correlation for proton on
proton collision is given by

CLO =

dσ
δ(pT1 + pT2 )
dy1 dy2 d2 pT

(5.15)

One can now calculate [11]
dσpp
dy1 dy2 d2 pT

X

dσ̂ij (ŝ, t̂, û)
dt̂
ij

(a)
(b)
2
2 dσ̂ij (ŝ, û, t̂)
/(1 + δij ) ,
+ fj (xa , Q )fi (xb , Q )
dt̂
= 2xa xb

(a)

(b)

fi (xa , Q2 )fj (xb , Q2 )

(5.16)

where pT and y1,2 are the momenta and rapidities of produced charm and anti-charm and xa
and xb are the fractions of the momenta carried by the partons from their interacting parent
hadrons. These are given by
MT
xa = √ (ey1 + ey2 ) ;
s
where MT (=

MT
xb = √ (e−y1 + e−y2 ) .
s

(5.17)

q
m2Q + p2T ), is the transverse mass of the produced heavy quark. The sub-

scripts i and j denote the interacting partons, and fi/j are the partonic distribution functions
for the nucleons. The invariant amplitude, |M|2 in differential cross-section dσ̂/dt̂ is taken
from ref. [21].

5.2 Results and Discussions
Let us now discuss our results for nuclear modification factor and azimuthal anisotropy.
We consider three values for the exponent β; 0, 0.5, 1.0 appearing in Eq. 5.5, inspired by
the three energy loss mechanisms, namely those applicable in the so-called Bethe-Heitler
regime, LPM regime, and complete coherence regimes considered by Baier et al. [14] which
lead to energy loss per unit length as proportional to energy, square-root of the energy, and
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of D mesons azimuthal spectrum for two different structure functions.

independent of the energy for light partons, respectively. Kampfer et al [20] had earlier used
this approach to study the effect of charm quark energy loss on the correlated charm decay.
Next we vary α to get a description of the RAA for single electrons at RHIC (Fig. ??) and for
D-mesons at LHC (Fig. 5.2).
In Fig. 5.3 we show our results for nuclear modification factor RAA and azimuthal anisotropy
√
v2 for non photonic electrons at top RHIC energy s = 200 A GeV [21]. Comparing the
results of Figs. 5.3, we see that the model assuming momentum loss per collision as proportional to the momentum closely follows the shape of the experimentally determined RAA
for single electrons almost over the entire range of pT under consideration. We add that our
theoretical calculations have not included the b → e contribution which is contained in the
experimental results which can modify the RAA for larger pT by up to 10% as the produced b
quarks are much less in number and also lose much smaller energy [22]. The scenario, where
√
∆p ∝ p, is only moderately successful in describing the data over a limited pT range of
2–4 GeV/c (Fig. 5.3). While the assumption of a constant momentum loss per collision may
bracket the RAA over the very limited range of 2–3 GeV/c, it does not follow the shape of
the pT dependence (Fig. 5.3).
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Figure 5.4: dN/d∆φ vs ∆φ of cc pair for pT < 2.0 GeV, and pT > 6.0 GeV.

The best values of the α determined from the results in Fig. 5.3 are used to estimate v2 for the
single electrons. We see that our calculations provide a reasonable description of v2 (pT ) for
pT ≥ 2 GeV/c and overestimate the results for lower pT . A relaxation of our assumption of
a static medium at a constant temperature and a uniform density of the nuclei may improve
this agreement.
Similar results are obtained when we apply the model to the RAA measured [23] for the
D-mesons at the LHC (Fig. 5.4). We again see that the model using ∆p ∝ p provides a
√
good description of the data over the entire pT range, while that using ∆p ∝ p seems to
describe the data for pT ≥ 4 GeV/c. The constant momentum transfer collision misses the
shape of the pT distribution completely though it is able to bracket the numerical values over
a very narrow pT range of 3–5 GeV/c (Fig. 5.4). The predictions for v2 are given for a ready
reference.
Several factors could affect the value of the energy loss coefficient ’α’ for a given mechanism. We have verified that increasing (decreasing) the mean free path, λ, by 0.5 fm results
in a decrease (increase) of the coefficient, αB such that αB /λ remains unaltered.
We have kept αs fixed at 0.3 while estimating the initial charm distribution. Taking the
q
renormalization scale as C p2T + MQ2 , with C= 1 or 2 leads to a decrease in the value of
RAA by 7-10 %, which can then be offset by decreasing αB by about 12 %.
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Figure 5.5: same as Fig.5.4, dN/d∆φ vs ∆φ of DD pair for (left)pT < 2.0 GeV, (right)pT
> 6.0 GeV.

We have used NLO-MNR code [25] with CTEQ5M structure function for estimating charm
cross-section for all leading and next-to-leading pQCD processes. The scaling factor used is
p
2 m2c + p2T with mc =1.5 GeV. The calculation for azimuthal correlation has been done for

central collision (b=0fm) and for mid rapidity, -0.5≤y≤0.5

To check the consistency of our results for correlation we have used two different partonic
structure functions one of which is CTEQ5M and other an old one MRS125. The comparison
is shown in Fig. 5.3, where the difference in the two distributions is very small and the shape
almost identical. However more recent structure functions like CTEQ6M and CTEQ6.6 etc.
must be used in order to have more up-to-date results. These issues will be addressed in
future.
Next, let us recall that LO contribution can be differentiated from NLO contribution with
different pT cuts on charm momentum. Leading order processes give back to back charm
pairs which are entirely visible around ∆φ=π, while NLO contribution is distributed from
∆φ=0 – π.
In Fig. 5.4, we show our results for dNcc̄ /dφ for different pT cuts. Realizing that all heavy
quarks now appear with reduced momenta, we see that if we look at pT < 2 GeV, then the
back-to-back correlation rise by up to a factor of 10 for φ = 0. The results for pT > 6 GeV
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are more dramatic in the sense that the φ=π correlation now reduces by more than a factor
of 10 while that for φ=0 decreases from its value for no energy loss.
We show dNDD̄ /d∆φ for pT > 6.0 GeV and pT < 2.0 GeV in Fig. 5.5. Comparing it with
Fig. 5.4 for same pT regions, we observe certain differences which we now discuss. For pT
< 2.0 GeV, we observe that D meson distribution is slightly higher than charm spectrum at
∆φ = π, although the order of magnitude remains same. While at ∆φ = 0, the situation is
reversed. Similar observations are noted when figures at pT > 6.0 GeV are compared. We
feel that the above differences are caused by fragmentation function, D(z), which changes the
pT distribution of charm into pT distribution of D mesons with, 0≤z≤1. Thus the correlation
spectra of charm and D mesons may appear slightly different when we look into particular pT
regions. Here it is worth mentioning that since D-mesons, rather than charms, are observed
in the experiments, therefore calculating D-meson correlation and comparing it with that of
charm quark will give us a deep insight into the nature of the fragmentation function used in
the calculation.
To discuss our simple model of charm quark energy loss, we find that most of the charm pairs
not only lose energy to shift to the lower momentum region but also back-to-back correlation
for many charm pair is altered to almost collinear pairs. Also, we find that two different
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energy loss mechanisms included in our study do not give much different outcomes. Further,
investigating at much higher momentum regions might bring out the differences between
various energy loss mechanisms. The correlation study can be enriched if expanding medium
is included in addition to energy loss by charms.
Next, we move to our results for correlated decay of charm. In Fig. 5.6, we have dN/dMe+ e−
for di-electrons from correlated charm decay. We can recall that there is enhancement in D
mesons as well as single non-photonic electrons due to the effects of large drag on charm
quark moving through QGP. Here, we find a similar enhancement in di-electron spectrum
at midrapidity. For Me+ e− less than 1 GeV, there is an increase in dN/dMe+ e− by almost
12% which is quite noteworthy considering our model to be a simple empirical mechanism
of energy loss.
It is interesting to recall that a Focker-Planck equation given by


∂
∂
∂f
Ai (p)f +
=
(Bij (p)f ) ,
∂t
∂pi
∂pj

(5.18)

describes the evolution of the distribution ’f ’, of charm quarks propagating in quark gluon
plasma [24] and losing energy due to multiple soft scatterings with light quarks and gluons.
This leads to a drag, Ai (p), and a diffusion Bij (p) on the momentum of the charm quark.
Assuming that Ai (p) depends on momentum only, we have
Ai (p) = A(p2 ) pi ,

(5.19)

and the energy loss dE/dx can be related to drag coefficient A(p2 ) by
dE
= −A(p2 ) p ,
dx

(5.20)

where E is the energy of the charm quark, and p its momentum. Considering the average
temperature of the plasma attained at RHIC as ≈ 220 MeV [26], we can read the drag coef-

ficient from Fig. 3(a) of Ref. [27] as ≈ 0.02 fm−1 for pT up to 5 GeV/c. We can re-write the
above equation as
dp
= −A(p2 ) E ,
dx
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(5.21)

Comparing this with one of the ansatzes used for energy loss per collision in the present
work, namely ∆p = αB p, we can write that
αB
dp
=−
p,
dx
λ

(5.22)

Thus the effective drag coefficient ’Aeff (p2 )’, can be written as
Aeff (p2 ) =

αB p
λ E

(5.23)

which reduces to αB /λ for large values of p
We thus note that the effective drag at RHIC energies is about 0.04 fm−1 compared to 0.02
fm−1 estimated for soft multiple collisions by authors of Ref. [27]. Thus we conclude that
at RHIC energies only half of the energy loss could be due to collisions, while the other
half could attributed to radiations of gluons. Similarly estimating the average temperature at
LHC as about 270 MeV and using the results for drag due to collisions as ≈0.04 fm−1 from
Ref. [27] at high momentum, we note that the collisions account for only one-third of energy
loss at 2.76 TeV/nucleon.
It is of interest to compare our results with other studies on medium modification of charm
propagation reported in the literature. Thus Moore and Teaney [28] have calculated the
diffusion ’D’ and drag coefficient ’ηD ’, (denoted by ’A’ here) using LO pQCD as
6
D≈
2πT



0.5
αs

2

(5.24)

and
ηD =

T
MQ D

(5.25)

Taking αs ≈0.3, this provides ηD ≈0.06 fm−1 at 220 MeV and ηD ≈0.09 fm−1 at 270
MeV, which are larger than our values at RHIC and smaller than those at 2.76 TeV/nucleon
at LHC.
Recall however, the results of Bass et al. [29] where a description of medium modification
as well as v2 for single electrons at RHIC brackets the diffusion coefficient ’D’ between
1.5/2πT and 6.0/2πT , when flow and contributions of bottom electrons is included. This
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provides a large value for the drag coefficient between 0.17 and 0.68 fm−1 . At first these large
values may look surprising. However, from Eq. 5.24 we see that these would correspond to
values of αs between ≈1.0 and ≈0.5, which are rather large and make the use of perturbative
QCD questionable.
In this connection, the studies of Gossiaux et al [30], are also of considerable interest which
suggest that the collisional energy loss could be substantially larger if the Debye mass is
replaced by hard thermal loop calculation and a running coupling constant is used. We
further recall the work of authors of Ref. [31], which suggests that a considerable drag could
be produced by the resonant heavy quark-light quark interaction, beyond that determined by
LO pQCD interactions.
We have already mentioned that c quarks will materialize mostly as D-mesons. This can
have an interesting consequence which is already apparent in the Figs. 5.3 and 5.4. The
c quarks after losing energy will pile up at lower energies and this would result in a characteristic increase in the production of D-mesons as well as single electrons having lower
transverse momenta (Fig. 5.5). We note that while there is suppression by almost a factor
of 2–4 depending on the incident energy (for single electrons) at larger pT , there is essentially no suppression at lower pT at RHIC and even an increase by a few percent at LHC
where the energy loss is higher and the momentum spectra of c quarks have less steeper
slopes. The increase in the case of D-mesons at LHC is rather spectacular. This is different
from the normal enhancement of mesons having low pT due to the so-called Cronin effect,
which is expected to be less important at higher incident energies for heavy mesons (see
e.g., Ref. [32]). We recall that a similar enhancement in D-meson production at low pT has
been predicted by considering the drag suffered the heavy quarks in the plasma and during
their hadronization [33]. In a forthcoming paper we shall show that this can lead to a slight
increase in the production of low mass dileptons due to correlated charm decay.
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5.3 Summary
At the very minimum the present work describes a simple procedure to implement energy
loss of heavy quarks in relativistic collision of heavy nuclei. It will be of interest to explore
the energy and centrality dependence of the momentum loss coefficient α.
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Chapter 6
Transport of Heavy Quark-Parton
Cascade Model
Relativistic heavy ion collision at RHIC and the LHC have given rise to a new phase of
matter. When two heavy ion collide, the region of their collision consists of deconfined
gluons and quarks within a very small region of space. This state of matter, as we know
today, is called quark gluon plasma(QGP) [1]–[4].
One of the signals coming out of QGP is quenching of heavy quarks. On other hand high
momentum hadron spectra are observed to be highly suppressed relative to those in proton
on proton collisions [5, 6], suggesting a quenching effect due to the QGP medium. A similar
effect is observed for high pT charm or beauty quarks with most recent results showing
suppression of D or B mesons to same order as that of light partons [7], the focus is now
shifted to the accurate theoretical calculations from experimental observations. However,
calculations from hydrodynamics give a rough estimate of the ratio of thermalization time
for heavy quarks,’τQ ’ and light partons,’τq′ , [8],

τQ
τq/g

∼

MQ
.
T

For MQ = 1.35–4.5 GeV and T

= 300 MeV, this ratio is found to be∼ 5 and suggests that relaxation time for heavy quarks
is larger than that of light quarks and gluons. If thermalization time, τq/g , is taken to be
O(1fm/c), and if equilibrium temperature, Ti and freeze-out temperature, Tf are taken as 300
MeV and 170 MeV [9] respectively, then lifetime of QGP can be approximately shown to be
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5 fm/c. This might imply that heavy quark relaxation time for T= 300 MeV is comparable to
QGP lifetime at this condition. Even if heavy quark is subjected to large suppression [7], it
may not fully thermalize in QGP.
In last chapter, we discussed the calculations of charm quark energy loss by the mechanism
of multiple scattering with medium particles. Other theoretical calculations and phenomenological models of heavy quarks energy loss have also been developed in recent years [10]–
[14]. In these literatures, both elastic scattering and inelastic gluon emission off heavy quarks
have been suggested as the major mechanisms by which a heavy quark may lose energy in
the presence of a thermal medium. In most of these earlier works, collisional energy loss
seems to dominate in the lower momentum region while radiative energy loss emerges as the
chief mechanism for higher momenta charms.
Transport models can attempt to fully describe a heavy ion collision and the ensuing dynamics. The Parton Cascade Model is one such transport calculations [15, 16, 17]. It is based on
Boltzman transport equation and does not include any equilibration assumptions. However
the calculations must be well calibrated and validated under controlled conditions before
utilizing them fully for heavy quarks.
In this chapter, we will discuss in detail the evolution of charm quark using Parton Cascade
Model. In section 6.2., we show our results calculated for a fixed temperature, followed by
discussions. In the final section we summarize our results and suggest future lines of inquiry.

6.1 Parton Cascade Model
The Parton Cascade Model VNI/BMS [18, 19, 20] forms the basis for our present study.
This model can be used to study the full time evolution of hard probes and a thermal QCD
medium. The PCM has been used to study gluons and lighter quarks as hard probes of the
QGP. In the current work we use VNI/BMS to study charm quark evolution in an infinite
QGP medium for the first time. It is necessary to check the consistency of our calculations
within a controlled environment which we will discuss next.
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The QGP like medium effect is modeled by taking a box of finite volume with periodic
boundary conditions. This provides a system of infinite matter at fixed temperature. The
matter inside the box is thermalized quarks and gluons (QGP) and their thermal distributions
are used to generate partons at a given temperature and zero chemical potential. We insert
p
a charm with the four momentum pµ = {0, 0, pz , E = p2z + Mc2 }, into the box and let it

evolve according to the Relativistic Boltzmann Equation given by,
pµ

∂Fj (x, p~)
=
∂xµ

X

Ci [F ],

(6.1)

processes:i

where Fj (x, p~) is the charm single particle phase space distribution and the collision term on
r.h.s. is a non-linear functional of phase space distribution terms inside an integral and can
be expressed as:
Z Y
1
Ci (F ) = (±)
dΓj |M|2 (2π)4 δ 4 (Pin − Pout )D(Fj (x, p~)) ,
2Ei Si
Y Y
Y
Y
D(Fj ) =
Fj
[1 ± Fi ] −
[1 ± Fi ]
Fj ,
in

Y

dΓj =

Y
i6=j

out
3

in

out

d pj
(2π)3 (2Ej )

(6.2)

Here D(Fj ) is the quantum statistical distribution factor and Si is another factor required for
averaging over all the particle species excluding ’ith’ parton and defined as,
Si =

Y

Kain !Kaout ! ,

(6.3)

j6=i

with Kain,out being the identical partons of species ’a’ in the initial or the final process j.
We have included the matrix elements for all 2 → 2 binary elastic scattering processes
for charm interaction with gluons or light quarks(u, d, s) and 2 → n process for radiative
(brehmsstrahlung) corrections after each scattering. Mathematically 2 → n process can be
shown to be 2 → 2 elements multiplied by a radiative factor,
|M|2 = |Mab→cd (ŝ, t̂, û, Q2 )|2 [Tc (Q2 , µ20 )Td (Q2 , µ20 )] ,

(6.4)

where T (Q2 , µ20 ) is the time-like branching or ’Sudakov’ radiative factor after each scattering. We will return to this shortly afterwards.
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6.1.1 Elastic scattering of charm quark
The matrix elements for elastic (ab → cd) processes in Eqn. 6.4 are
gc → gc,

(6.5)

q(q̄)c → q(q̄)c.
The corresponding differential scattering cross section is defined to be,
X
1
dσ̂
|M|2ab→cd.
=
2
2
2
dQ
16π(ŝ − Mc )

(6.6)

pairs. The total cross section can be shown to be,
X Z ŝ  dσ̂ 
σ̂tot =
dQ2 .
2
2
dQ
p
ab→cd
T min
c,d

(6.7)

obtained from [21], are shown below for q(q̄)c → q(q̄)c ,
X
64π 2 αs2 (Mc2 − û)2 + (ŝ − Mc2 )2 + 2Mc2 t̂
.
|M|2 =
9
(t̂ − µ2D )2

(6.8)

The total cross section is also calculated and used in the calculations to select interacting

The invariant transition amplitude, |M|2 for elastic scattering which can be calculated or

While, for gc → gc,

where,

X

|M|2 = π 2 αs2 [g1 + g2 + g3 + g4 + g5 + g6] ,

(ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û)
,
(t̂ − µ2D )2
64 (ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) + 2Mc2 (ŝ + Mc2 )
,
g2 =
9
(ŝ − Mc2 )2
64 (ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) + 2Mc2 (Mc2 + û)
,
g3 =
9
(Mc2 − û)2
16 Mc2 (4Mc2 − t̂)
g4 =
,
9 (ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û)
(ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) + Mc2 (ŝ − û)
g5 = 16
,
(t̂ − µ2D )(ŝ − Mc2 )
(ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) − Mc2 (ŝ − û)
.
g6 = −16
(t̂ − µ2D )(Mc2 − û)
g1 = 32
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(6.9)

In order to regularize the cross sections we have used the thermal mass of QGP medium
p
√
which is defined as µD = (2Nc + Nf )/6gT , where g = 4παs . Nf , no. of flavours and

Nc , no. of colour are taken 4 and 3 respectively. We have kept strong coupling, αs =0.3 for
the entire calculation.

The Boltzmann transport equation is then solved numerically via Monte Carlo algorithms, a
geometric interpretation of the cross section is used to select which collisions will occur.

6.1.2 Charm Quark Radiation
It is known that collisional loss alone is unable to explain the data showing suppression
of non-photonic electrons at RHIC or D mesons at LHC [22]. On one hand hard thermal
loop(HTL) approximation [23, 24] predicts a large drag on heavy quark which is much bigger
than what experimental data has suggested, while the radiative corrections to heavy quark energy loss when combined with elastic scattering is able to explain the results agreeably [22].
In our calculations, radiative corrections are included in form of time-like branching of the
probe charm into a final charm and a shower of radiated partons. The basic idea is that
during a binary scattering the outgoing partons may acquire some virtuality. These partons
are allowed to radiate a shower of partons until their virtuality decreases to some preassigned
cutoff value, µ20 (≈ MC2 for charm quarks). The probability for time-like branching(b → cd),
2
< Mb2 and
where a parton of time-like virtual mass, Mb2 , decays into partons c , d with Mc,d

having fractions z and z(1 − z) respectively, of momentum, ’pb ’, of the parent parton and
requires to follow the kinematics,

Mb2 =

2
Mc2
Md2
k⊥
+
+
,
z
(1 − z) z(1 − z)

(6.10)

The time-like branching probability are associated with Altarelli-Parisi splitting function,
Pb→cd (z), which is defined as
Pb→cd (z) ≡ PQ→Qg (z) =
90

4 1 + z2
,
3 1−z

(6.11)

Finally the Sudakov time-like radiative factor is given by,

 Z Qmax
2 Z
2
2
2 αs (Q )
dzPb→cd (z)
Ta (Q , µ0 ) = exp −
dQ
2π
t

(6.12)

which is then put into Eqn. 6.4 to get the final matrix elements.
Let us now move to another aspect of gluon radiation off heavy quarks. Any quark subjected
to multiple collision may radiate a shower of partons as we discussed earlier. However
emission of multiple partons within a certain length scale may lead to a reduction of the
bremsstrahlung cross-sections which we can briefly discuss here. This reduction in emitted
gluon spectrum is known as Landau Pomeranchuk Migdal (LPM) effect [26]. This arises
from the fact that if the formation time of an emitted gluon, τf , after a Qq(Qg) scattering is
larger than the typical mean free path, λ, of the heavy quark itself, then a gluon emitted from
the next scattering centre may interact coherently with the initial gluon. This interference of
emitted gluons may continue if there are a number of scattering centres before the shower of
gluons dissociates itself completely from the emitting parton. This is different from BetheHeitler (BH) [27] case where all the emitted gluons are assumed to be incoherent and by
construction are independent of each other.
The formation time of an emitted parton is τf ,
τf =

2ω
.
2
k⊥

(6.13)

If τf > λ, then the number of coherent scattering centres is found by Baier et al (BDMPS)
to be [28]
Ncoh

τf
=
∼
λ

r

ω
2
, µ2 = hk⊥
i.
µ2 λ

(6.14)

For ω ≫ µ2 λ , Ncoh > 1, it can be shown that
ω

dILP M
dIBH 1
=ω
.
.
dωdz
dωdz Ncoh

(6.15)

This implies a typical suppression of emitted gluon spectrum in case of coherent(LPM) emission when compared to incoherent(BH) gluon distribution. The incoherent gluon distribution
is approximately given by,
ω

αs
dIBH
∼
dωdz
λ
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(6.16)

It has been found that there exists a certain critical length, Lcr = λ

q

E
,
µ2 λ

where E is the

probe charm energy. For a distance, L > Lcr , traveled by the charm, the average energy loss
by charm can be shown as:
dILP M
dz dω
,
dωdz
r
αs L µ 2
E,
≃
λ
λ
√
∝ E.

−∆ELP M =

Z

Z

(6.17)

This implies that the average energy loss by a heavy quark in the case of LPM radiative loss
is less than that of BH where ∆EBH ∝ E instead.
However for L < Lcr , the energy loss by the probe is found to be
r
Z
µ2
µ2 L2
ωf , ωf =
−∆ELP M ≃
dz
λ
λ
2
∝ L

(6.18)

which shows a strong quadratic dependence of ∆E on length traversed by probe or system
size.
Gluon bremsstrahlung from heavy quarks differ from light quark. Emission of gluons by
heavy quarks at very small angles is suppressed compared to light quarks. This phenomenon
is commonly called the Dead Cone effect [29]. Mathematically this is given by a certain
dead cone factor, which can be obtained from emitted gluon distributions from light(q) and
heavy quarks(Q) as:,
2
dIq
αs CF dk⊥
=
,
2
dω
π k⊥
2
2
dIQ
αs C F
MQ
k⊥
dk⊥
ω
=
, where , θ02 =
2
2 2
2
dω
π (k⊥ + ω θ0 )
EQ

ω

(6.19)
Now from ratio of the above two gluon distributions, it can be shown for small angle
approximation,k⊥ ≈ ωθ that
dIQ = dIq (1 +
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θ02 −2
)
θ2

(6.20)
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Figure 6.1: Energy loss for different initial energies after 5 fm/c of propagation.

where we may define,
D = (1 +

θ02 −2
)
θ2

(6.21)

to be the dead cone factor. The dead cone term is intrinsically present in all 2→3 processes
namely Qg → Qgg , Qq → Qqg etc., matrix elements as shown earlier by [30].
Radiative energy loss via LPM effect has been calculated earlier for heavy quarks by [30, 31].
The LPM effect in radiative corrections to charm quark energy loss has been utilized to
describe the observed suppression of single non-photonic electrons [12].
The Higher-Twist matrix approach for gluon radiations can give LPM effect, too. The HT
matrix elements integrate over all the multiple collision interference effects up to the order of
process used in the calculations. In VNI/BMS calculations, a leading order approximation of
this effect has been assumed and is being treated dynamically. The LPM mechanism has been
formulated in terms of Monte Carlo simulation by [32] and has been used by [33] for gluons
and light quarks. In the present work similar techniques are used to calculate the energy
loss of charm quark via radiation(bremsstrahlung) and added to the collisional(elastic) loss
to obtain the average energy loss, momentum broadening per unit length, q̂ and energy loss
per unit length traversed.
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Figure 6.2: Energy profile for 16 GeV charm for different time

6.2 Results and Discussions
In our calculations we have set the strong coupling constant to a fixed value of αs = 0.3 to
allow comparison with analytical calculations and other transport models. The temperature
is set to T=350 MeV, which is roughly the average temperature of the QGP phase attained at
RHIC energies. The mass of charm is taken as Mc = 1.35 GeV.
In 6.1, we show energy loss,’∆E’, of charm quark over a given path length(τ ≈ L ∼
5f m/c , c ∼ 1 in this case). For discussions on path length dependence of energy loss
evolution, other figures in this paper will be referred soon.
Now let us return to 6.1 for specific discussions. The loss due to elastic scattering, gluon
radiation and total loss due to both are shown separately in the same figure. We find that
collisional loss dominates over radiation up to 7−12 GeV, and beyond this elastic loss shows
a tendency to decrease while radiation enhances and finally dominates the picture. However
the radiation too appears to decrease for very high energy charms. We feel that as momentum
of charm increases, the no. of elastic scattering tends to saturate so that average collisional
energy loss becomes almost constant for all higher energy charms. Also as kinetic energy
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Figure 6.3: Energy of probe charm with distance traveled for elastic scattering only

of charm is increased, medium induced gluon radiation increases, making it the dominant
energy loss mechanism at high energies. But let us recall that in our case, radiation takes
place only after elastic scattering, and as the no. of scattering saturates ultimately, so does
the radiative loss for very high energy charm quarks.
In [8], it has been discussed that for small coupling, αs , collisional loss tends to dominate
for low and intermediate energy charm(for γvQ ∼ 1 , γ = (1 − β 2 )−1/2 ) while for higher
√
energetic heavy quarks we have bremsstrahlung (for γvQ ∼ 1/g , g = 4παs ) dominating
over collisional energy-loss. Other discussions on the topic are given in [34].
In 6.2 we show the energy profile of a 16 GeV charm after several time intervals of propagation through the thermal medium. Here P (E) can be defined as =

1 dN
.
N dE

The energy loss

due to collisional and collisional+radiative processes is shown separately in the same figure.
The collisional loss (upper panel) shows a shift in the position of the peak with long tail
like structure extending towards the low energy regions. A recent study of charm quark energy profile using a Langevin equation along with a hydrodynamical background has instead
shown a more Gaussian like distribution [35]. Some other discussions on the differences between Boltzmann and Langevin equations for heavy quark dynamics are also given in [35].
Additionally we find that inclusion of radiative corrections brings about a significant change
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Figure 6.4: Energy of probe charm with distance traveled for radiative energy loss only

in the profile and indicates that for high energy charm quarks the effect of radiative loss is
much greater than collisional loss, with the bulk of of 16.0 GeV charm quarks ultimately
shifting to very low energy(< 2.0 GeV) regions after 10 fm.
Next we study the evolution of charm quark energy as a function of distance traveled through
the medium in 6.3 and 6.4. The calculation uses two different initial energies (16 GeV and
50 GeV respectively) for charm. Collisional loss and radiative loss are shown in these two
figures separately – the radiative energy-loss figure was obtained by subtracting the elastic
energy-loss calculation from the full calculation that included collisional+radiative energyloss. We would like to elucidate the fact that these two diagrams show energy of charm
quark after each ’f m’ of path length traversed and shows the path length behaviour of charm
quark. These plots also give the total energy loss of charm and shouldn’t be confused with
average behaviour shown in 6.1.
Now let us discuss Figs. 6.3 and 6.2 in detail. The curves for the 50 GeV charm quarks show
a clear distinction between the radiative and collisional energy-loss mechanisms: whereas
the collisional energy-loss shows initially a linear behavior, the radiative energy-loss leads
to a much stronger, near quadratic, fall-off in the energy for the first 20 fm/c. For the charm
quarks with an initial energy of 16 GeV the differences are far less pronounced, but even
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here a ratio between the two curves would yield interesting differences. For both cases, we
compare our results to analytical calculations of dE/dx. For collisional loss we have used
an analytical form calulated by Peshier and Peigne [36] which can be written as:



dE
Nf
Ep (x)T
4παs2 T 2
2 Ep (x)T
1+
ln
+ c(Nf )
=
+ ln
dx
3
6
µ2D
9
Mc2
(6.22)

Both for our PCM calculation as well as for the analytical expression we have used the following values for the parameters in order to compare the two. They are: a medium temperature of T= 350 MeV (applicable for RHIC-QGP system), a charm mass of Mc =1.35 GeV, no.
of flavours and colours, Nf =4, Nc =3, a fixed coupling strength of αs = 0.3, and a screening
p
mass µD = (2Nc + Nf )/6gT . We find that for the above set of parameters, the PCM re-

sults show good agreement to the predictions from the analytical expression, validating our
computational setup and approach.
Next we move over to results on charm quark radiative energy loss 6.4. The radiative energy
loss is compared to an analytical calculation by R. Abir et al [37] shown below:



9
1
dE
3
= 24αs ρq + ρg
(1 − β1 )
dx
4
µg
×

1
p

(1 − β1 )

!

[log (β1 )−1 ]1/2 − 1 F (δ)
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where


1 + Mc2 e2δ /s
1
F (δ) = 2δ − log
2
1 + Mc2 e−2δ /s
Mc2 cosh δ/s
,
−
1 + 2Mc2 cosh δ/s + Mc4 /s2

s
!2 
−1
1/2
(1 − β1 )
1
log β1
,
δ = log 
1+ 1−
2
(1 − β1 )
[log β1−1 ]1/2

g2 T
, β0 = (1 − Mc2 /E 2 )1/2 ,
CE 

Mc2 + 6ET (1 + β0 )
3
Mc2
Mc4
log
C= −
+
2 4ET
48E 2 T 2 β0
Mc2 + 6ET (1 − β0 )
s = E 2 (1 + β0 )2 , β1 =

(6.23)

As in the elastic energy-loss case, we have used identical values for parameters in the PCM
calculation and in the analytic case, such as T =350 MeV, Mc = 1.35 GeV, αs = 0.3, Nf = 4,
p
Nc = 3 and µD = (2Nc + Nf )/6gT .
Note, however, that the calculations of [37] is carried out in the Bethe-Heitler limit of ra-

diative energy loss with the effects of the dead-cone formalism being explicitly included in
the calculation. The authors of [37] state that the LPM effect if added would only affect a
marginal change in the final gluon emission spectrum which is clearly not what our results
suggest. The PCM simulation explicitly takes the LPM effect into account as discussed in
the previous sections. We do find that our simulation results for coherent gluon emission
of charm quarks agrees reasonably well to that of the analytical calculation upto x = 5–
6 fm, supporting the claim that modifications to the heavy-quark emission spectrum due to
the LPM effect for this particular medium length, are modest. For x > 6 fm, however, the
simulation result involving LPM effect and analytical curve in the BH limit move apart from
each other. When we change the energy of charm probe, Ec , from 16 GeV to 50 GeV, the differences between BH and LPM radiative mechanisms increase and become more profound
and visible. This may be indicative of the rising importance of the coherent gluon emission
effects at higher charm quark energies.
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Overall we are confident that the comparison and agreement between PCM and the analytical
calculations validates the PCM approach to heavy-quark energy loss and allows us to utilize
the PCM for observables and calculations that are beyond the scope of analytical approaches,
e.g. in the rapidly evolving non-equilibrium domain of ultra-relativistic heavy-ion collisions.
Next let us move over to our calculation of transverse momentum broadening per unit length
of charm quarks also known as the transport coefficient q̂ [38, 39]. In other words hq̂i is a
jet-quenching parameter calculated as a measure of momentum broadening within various
energy loss models. Also the term ’transverse’ refers to the direction perpendicular to the
original direction of propagation and consequently for a jet of partons in the medium, the
average or mean momentum of the jet remains unchanged while the momenta of each parton
show broadening resulting in the redistribution of the transverse momentum spectrum of the
jet partons. Some recent calculations have suggested values of this coefficient ranging from
0.5–20 GeV2 /fm [40] for light quarks. For heavy quarks, it was calculated in [41] which
showed the value of q̂ ∼ 0.3–0.7 GeV2 /fm. More detailed discussions and recent results on
q̂ of partons and heavy quarks can be found in [42, 43].
Generally, the transport coefficient q̂ can be defined as:
Z
d(∆p2T )
2 dσ
= q̂ = ρ d2 q⊥ q⊥
dx
d2 q⊥
where

dσ
d2 q⊥

(6.24)

is the differential scattering cross-section of Q with medium quarks and gluons.

In case of a Monte Carlo simulation this definition can be rewritten as:
Ncoll
1 X
q̂ =
(∆pT,i )2
lx i=1

(6.25)

For T = 350 MeV and the probe charm energy of 16 GeV, we find q̂ to be 1.2 GeV2 /fm with
an uncertainty of ±0.2 GeV2 /fm, while for charm energy of 50 GeV q̂ is calculated to be

1.1 GeV2 /fm with ±0.3 GeV2 /fm uncertainty. Due to the rather large statistical uncertainty

in our q̂ extraction, we cannot make any statements regarding the energy-dependence of q̂ at
this time. Our results do suggest a range of values for q̂ somewhere between 1–1.5 GeV2 /fm
for the RHIC system.
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6.3 Summary
The present work aims to validate the applicability of Parton Cascade Model in case of heavy
quark. A benchmark for heavy quark using microscopic Boltzmann transport equation has
been set under controlled conditions. However we have to check the consistency of our
calculations under stringent conditions before utilizing the model fully for heavy quarks.
In the present work we also find that our calculations of Parton Cascade Model give us
results which can be staatisically improved, for charm quark energy evolution in a infinite
QGP like medium at a fixed temperature. The energy loss spectra as calculated from the
simulation agree considerably to some recent analytical results. Henceforth we will set out
to study charm and bottom quark evolution as well as QGP medium responses at different
collider energies. As a next series of calculations, we can take a set of different temperatures,
to calculate the effect of heavy quark energy loss on its pT spectra, correlations, transport
coefficients etc. These aspects will be addressed in our future publications.
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Chapter 7
Summary and Outlook
In this final chapter I will talk about general outlook and future prospects with heavy quarks
before winding up my writing. This thesis aims to provide a study of heavy quark dynamics
in relativistic heavy ion collision using some simple and basic mathematical models. To begin with, in the chapters 1 and 2, I have tried to explain briefly the basic concepts of Quantum
Chromodynamics and Quark Gluon Plasma. These two chapters serve as the motivation for
studying heavy quark dynamics.
In chapter-3, detail calculations and results on single particle transverse momentum distribution of heavy quarks produced in heavy ion collision were shown. Various mechanisms of
heavy quark production such as prompt production, production from interaction of jet partons among themselves, or from interaction of jet with the thermally equilibrated medium
or from interaction among thermally equilibrated system, have been discussed. Another extreme case shown in the chapter is heavy quarks production from interaction among free
streaming partons, where we have excluded the condition of thermal equilibration. We also
studied these production schemes with two different set of parameters, one with very early
thermalization of τi < 0.1 fm/c and another with thermalization time, 0.5 fm/c and also
undertook two different final times upto which jet-jet interaction can take place, one with
τf ∼ 0.5 fm/c, which gives the proper preequilibrium contribution and another an extreme
case when interaction jets reach the surface of the system given by τf ∼ RT /c, RT being
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the system size. Calculations were done for both top RHIC and LHC energies. In any case
prompt production of heavy quark seems to be the dominant mechanism. Only jet-jet production can match with the prompt production at the top LHC energy. However, the results
were shown only for most central collision and hence the centrality dependence of these
production mechanisms must be checked. Again the calculations were done assuming that
the medium doesn’t expand in the transverse direction. So the transverse expansion of the
medium must also be included to obtain a more realistic scenario.
The single particle distributions of heavy quark is particularly important in understanding any
medium effect on its spectra observed generally through nuclear modification factor, ’RAA ’
and elliptic flow, ’v2 ’. Any suppression of jet pT spectra observed through RAA indicates the
formation of hot and dense partonic system.
Chapter 4 also deals with heavy quark production mechanisms but through the study of QQ
correlation of quark pair azimuthal angle difference, ∆φ in transverse momentum plane, or
correlation in pair rapidity difference, ∆y or pair transverse momentum distribution, pT QQ
etc. Correlation study is emerging as a vital observable since it clearly reflects the differences
between leading order and next-to-leading order processes in the particle spectra. Again any
change in these correlation spectra especially azimuthal correlation due to passage of QQ
through medium can be treated as a definite signal of QGP.
Both chapter 3 and chapter 4 show the calculations of QQ cross-sections using only CTEQ5l
and CTEQ5M structure functions. More recent parton distributions functions like CTEQ6M
or CTEQ6.6 etc. must be used for up-to-date results. Again more recent nuclear shadowing
functions such as EPS09 must be used.
Chapter 5 shows the calculations of energy loss of charm quark via momentum loss per
collision based on a recent model of multiple scattering of probe parton with the medium
partons. The calculations were done in detail and suppression of heavy quarks calculated
and shown through RAA of single non-photonic electrons and D mesons at both RHIC and
LHC energies. Similarly the calculations were extended to calculate azimuthal anisotropy,
v2 and azimuthal correlation of DD. Three different mechanisms of momentum loss per
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collision were studied with first one corresponds to momentum loss which is always constant
for any initial charm momentum, the second one corresponds to momentum loss proportional
to momentum of charm(analogous to Bethe-Heitler energy loss) and third one corresponds
to momentum loss proportional to square-root of the initial charm momentum(analogous
to Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal(LPM) type energy loss). The three mechanisms showed
different nautre of spectra of RAA and v2 . Bethe-Heitler(BH) type mechanism showed an
agreement with experimental data up to mid-pT range. On other hand the rising trend in the
RAA at high momentum region can be explained using LPM type energy loss mechanism.
The differences between BH and LPM types of energy loss can be observed in azimuthal
correlation spectra shown in the chapter. Also transport coefficient corresponding to drag
experienced by charm in QGP was calculated using our model and compared with some
literatures where only soft collisions of charm quark with QGP partons were considered.
Our calculations showed almost 2–4 times increase in the effective drag coefficient when
compared with only soft collisions.
Now let us move over to chapter 6, where I studied charm quark dynamics using Parton Cascade Model which is based on Boltzman Transport Equation. The scattering cross-sections
are based on pQCD calculations of charm quark interaction with gluons or light quarks matrix elements. An debye screened cross-section are used to regulate infrared divergences.
Both collisional and radiative energy loss of charm quark are included. The calculations
serve to study charm quark evolution in QGP like infinite medium at fixed temperatures.
The advantage of using transport equation is that in such scheme probe quark dynamics can
be studied without assuming any equilibration condition. The probe’s space-time evolution
can be tracked and its energy loss, momentum broadening and other transport coefficients
can be evaluated. However the calculations were done for charm evolution in infinite thermal medium at fixed temperatures. Here we need an scheme for expanding medium to be
included in our formalism to get more realistic picture.
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Appendix A:
The general expression for the production of a heavy quark at central rapidity is given by:

d3 N
E 3
dp

y=0

1
d 3 p1 d 3 p2 d 3 p
=
dx
16(2π)8
ω1 ω2
X 
× δ4
pµ /E ′
Z

4

Z

′

× |M|2 F (~x, p~1 , t)F (x~2 , p~2 , t)

(A.1)
where

P

pµ = p1 + p2 − p − p′ , p1 and p2 are the four-momenta of the incoming partons and

p and p′ are the same for outgoing heavy quark and anti-quark. F (~x, ~p, t) gives the phase
space distribution function for the incoming partons.
we can perform the following simplifications:
Writing d3 pi /ωi = pTi dpTi dφi dyi and integrating over d3 p′ , we get for y=0 (pz =0, and pT =p):
Z 3 3 3 ′ X 
d p1 d p2 d p 4
δ
pµ |M|2 F (~x, p~1 , t)F (~x, p~2 , t)
′
ω ωE
P
Z 1 2
δ( E)
= dy1 dy2 dφ1 dφ2 pT 2 dpT 2 pT 1 dpT 1
|M|2
′
E
×F (~x, pT 1 , φ1 , y1 , t)F (~x, pT 2 , φ2 , y2, t) ,
(A.2)
where
δ(

P

E)

E′

=

δ(pT 1 − pT 1,0 )
,
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]
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and we have
pT 1,0 =

pT 2 (E cosh y2 − p cos φ2 )
.
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]

Now we proceed to evaluate individual contributions.
Jet-Jet interaction of partons

F (~x, ~p, t) = fjet (~x, p~, t) ,

(A.3)

where
i
fjet
(~x, p~, t) =

(2π)3
dNi
δ(y − η) Θ(τf − τ ) Θ(τ − τi ) ,
2
gi τ πRT pT dyd2pT

(A.4)

with pT > 2 GeV.
Thus we have,
dN
dσ jet
=
T
AA
dyd2pT
d2 pT dy

=K
y=0

C
,
(1 + pT /B)β

(A.5)

and
hijet (pT ) =

1 dN
gi d2 pT dy

,

(A.6)

y=0

where K, C, B, and β are taken from reference
Now taking
d4 x = τ dτ r dr dη dφr ,

(A.7)

we can perform the integration over r, φr and τ . Thus the pT distribution of open heavy
quark production from jet-jet interaction, Eqn. A.2 can be written as
Z
d3 N
ln(τf /τi )
E 3
dη dpT 2 dφ1 dφ2
=
d p y=0
16(2π)2(πRT2 )


1
×
p (1 − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh η − p cos φ1 )
 T2
1
× gg2 hgjet (pT 1,0 )hgjet (pT 2 ) |M|2gg→QQ
2
i
2
q
q
2
+gq Nf hjet (pT 1,0 )hjet (pT 2 ) |M|qq̄→QQ ,
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(A.8)

We note that the use of Bjorken correlations δ(y1 − η) and δ(y2 − η) in Eqs. A.3 and A.3
leads to
δ(

P

E)

E′

=

δ(pT 1 − pT 1,0 )
.
pT 2 (1 − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh η − p cos φ1 )

(A.9)

and
pT 1,0 =

pT 2 (E cosh η − p cos φ2 )
,
pT 2 (1 − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh η − p cos φ1 )

(A.10)

Numerical integration of the Eq. A.8 gives pre-thermal heavy quark production
Thermal Interaction:
We take the phase space distribution for the thermalized quarks and gluons as,
i
fth
(pT , y, η) = exp [−pT cosh(y − η)/T ] .

(A.11)

Thus the transverse momentum distribution of thermally produced charm using Eqn. A.2
given by
d3 N
E 3
dp

y=0

πRT2
=
16(2π)8

Z

τ dτ dη dpT 2 dφ1 dφ2 dy1 dy2

(pT 2 pT 1,0 )
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]


1 2
2
2
2
× [fth (pT 1,0 , y1, η)fth (pT 2 , y2 , η)] × gg Mgg→QQ + gq Nf Mqq̄→QQ
2
×

(A.12)

Just as in pre-thermal case, we calculate the final charm production at y=0 or central rapidity
and thus pz = 0 and pT = p. We now have the kinematical constraint;

δ(

P

E)

E′

=

δ(pT 1 − pT 1,0 )
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]

and
pT 1,0 =

(pT 2 (E cosh y2 − p cos φ2 ))
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]

Numerical integration of the Eq. A.12 for different initial conditions gives us the contribution
from thermalized QGP.
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Free Streaming:
As an extreme, we consider free-streaming partons, as a model of evolution of the system
of deconfined quarks and gluons, which completely relaxes the condition of thermalization.
The initial distribution at t = τ0 and z = 0 is obtained by assuming maximum entropy, so
that
f (p, x) =

dN
d3 pd3 x

= exp(−

E
),
To

(A.13)

and the condition that needs to be satisfied is
pµ

∂f (x, p)
=0.
∂xµ

(A.14)

We assume boost invariance along the z-axis with
f (p, x) = f (pT , pz t − Ez) .

(A.15)

The solution which satisfies the differential Eq. A.14 is
" p

f (p, x) = exp −

p2T + (pz t − Ez)2 /τ02
T0

#

.

(A.16)

Now using
pz = pt sinh y, E = pt cosh y,
z = τ sinh η, t = τ cosh η ,

(A.17)

Eq. A.16 becomes


f (pT , η, y) = exp −

pT

q

1+

τ2

2

sinh (y −
T0

η)/τ02



 .

(A.18)

Thus the final integration to calculate pT distribution for heavy quark production using
Eqn. A.2 from free streaming partons is given by
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d3 N
E 3
dp

y=0

πRT2
=
16(2π)8

Z

τ dτ dη dpT 2 dφ1 dφ2 dy1 dy2

(pT 2 pT 1,0 )
[pT 2 (cosh(y1 − y2 ) − cos(φ1 − φ2 )) − (E cosh y1 − p cos φ1 )]


1 2
2
2
2
× [f (pT 1,0 , η1 , y1 ) f (pT 2, η2 , y2)] × gg Mgg→QQ + gq Nf Mqq̄→QQ
2
×

(A.19)

The initial conditions for the free-streaming case are taken to be same as that for the thermal
production, whereas the final time is taken as RT /c, the transverse radius of the nuclei, after
which the system would surely expand rapidly along the transverse direction as well and
disintegrate.
The parameters ’C’, ’B’ and ’β’ in the parametrized form of the jet parton distribution given
by,
dσ jet
dN
=
T
AA 2
dyd2pT
d pT dy

=K
y=0

are given in the tables
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C
,
(1 + pT /B)β

(A.20)

Table 7.1: Parametrization of the quark and gluon distributions from initial scattering of
partons at 200 GeV and 5.5 TeV in pp collisions, using LO pQCD and CTEQ5L structure
functons, for pT > 2 GeV.
√

C [1/GeV2 ]

B [GeV]

β

u

9.113×102

1.459

7.679

d

9.596×102

1.467

7.662

s

1.038×102

1.868

8.642

u

2.031×102

1.767

8.546

d

2.013×102

1.759

8.566

g

4.455×103

1.7694

8.610

u

2.209×104

0.5635

5.240

d

2.493×104

0.5522

5.223

s

1.662×103

2.174

0.9064

u

4.581×103

0.7248

5.437

d

4.317×103

0.7343

5.448

g

1.229×105

0.7717

5.600

s[TeV]

0.2

5.5
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Table 7.2: Parametrization of the quark and gluon distributions from initial scattering of partons at 2.76 and 5.5 TeV in pp collisions, using LO pQCD and CTEQ5M structure functons,
for pT > 2 GeV.
√

C [1/GeV2 ]

B [GeV]

β

u

1.078×103

1.127

5.615

d

1.279×103

1.099

5.579

s

1.395×102

1.899

6.432

u

3.371×102

1.434

5.999

d

3.734×102

1.401

5.953

g

2.947×103

1.892

6.523

u

7.961×102

1.293

5.580

d

9.478×102

1.254

5.539

s

1.228×102

2.174

6.418

u

2.659×102

1.663

5.966

d

2.908×102

1.624

5.924

g

2.449×103

2.192

6.519

s[TeV]

2.76

5.5
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Appendix B:
(b) t−channel

g

Q

g
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Figure B.1: Invariant Matrix elements:(top)gg → QQ (bottom)q q̄ → QQ
The Matrix elements for heavy quark production from gluon fusion and quark-anti-quark
annihilations are calculated and given q q̄ → QQ


64π 2 αs2 (M 2 − t̂)2 + (M 2 − û)2 + 2M 2 ŝ
2
|M|qq̄→QQ =
,
9
ŝ2
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(B.1)

and for gg → QQ,
|M|2gg→QQ

=π

2

αs2

q

q



12
(M 2 − t̂)(M 2 − û)
ŝ2
8 (M 2 − t̂)(M 2 − û) − 2M 2 (M 2 + t̂)
+
3
(M 2 − t̂)2
8 (M 2 − t̂)(M 2 − û) − 2M 2 (M 2 + û)
+
3
(M 2 − û)2
2 M 2 (ŝ − 4M 2 )
−
3 (M 2 − t̂)(M 2 − û)
(M 2 − t̂)(M 2 − û) + M 2 (û − t̂)
−6
ŝ(M 2 − t̂)

(M 2 − t̂)(M 2 − û) + M 2 (t̂ − û)
−6
.
ŝ(M 2 − û)
g

(b) s−channel

g
g

Q
Q
(a) t−channel

(B.2)

g

Q
Q
Q
(a)t−channel
g

Q

g
(c) u−channel
Q

Q

Figure B.2: Invariant matrix elements:(left)Qq(q̄) → Qq(q̄) (right)Qg → Qg
The invariant transition amplitude, |M|2 for elastic scattering of heavy quark using QCD
Feynman diagrams can be calculated, are shown below for q(q̄)c → q(q̄)c ,
X

|M|2 =

64π 2 αs2 (Mc2 − û)2 + (ŝ − Mc2 )2 + 2Mc2 t̂
.
9
(t̂ − µ2D )2

While, for gc → gc,
X

|M|2 = π 2 αs2 [g1 + g2 + g3 + g4 + g5 + g6] ,

where,
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(B.3)

(ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û)
,
(t̂ − µ2D )2
64 (ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) + 2Mc2 (ŝ + Mc2 )
,
g2 =
9
(ŝ − Mc2 )2
64 (ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) + 2Mc2 (Mc2 + û)
g3 =
,
9
(Mc2 − û)2
16 Mc2 (4Mc2 − t̂)
,
g4 =
9 (ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û)
(ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) + Mc2 (ŝ − û)
,
g5 = 16
(t̂ − µ2D )(ŝ − Mc2 )
(ŝ − Mc2 )(Mc2 − û) − Mc2 (ŝ − û)
g6 = −16
.
(B.4)
(t̂ − µ2D )(Mc2 − û)
p
where the thermal mass, µD , of QGP medium is defined as µD = (2Nc + Nf )/6gT .
g1 = 32
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